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OUTLINE OF THE LECTURE - 1

PARTICLE ACCELERATION 

• Principles of CR transport 

• Second Order Fermi Acceleration 

• Diffusive Shock Acceleration (DSA): test particle theory 

• Diffusive Shock Re-acceleration 

• Non linear theory of DSA 

✓ non linear dynamical reaction of accelerated particles 

✓ non linear B-field amplification due to accelerated particles 

✓ phenomenology of non linear DSA 

• The problem of Emax in different types of sources 
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OUTLINE OF THE LECTURE - 2

COSMIC RAY PROPAGATION IN THE GALAXY 

 A toy model of the Galaxy: leaky box 

 CR diffusion, advection and losses for nuclei - Test Particle Theory 

 CR transport of electrons  

 Secondary/Primary ratios 

 Non linear theories of CR transport in the Galaxy 

 Some advanced topics 
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COSMIC RAY TRANSPORT

CHARGED PARTICLES 
IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

DIFFUSIVE PARTICLE 
ACCELERATION 

COSMIC RAY  
PROPAGATION IN THE 
GALAXY AND OUTSIDE
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CHARGED PARTICLES IN A REGULAR B FIELD
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In the absence of an electric field one obtains  
the well known solution:

Constantpz =
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LARMOR FREQUENCY
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A FEW THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
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MOTION OF A PARTICLE IN A WAVY FIELD
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THIS CHANGES ONLY 
THE X AND Y COMPONENTS 
OF THE MOMENTUM

THIS TERM CHANGES 
ONLY THE DIRECTION 
OF PZ=Pμ

Let us consider an Alfven wave 
propagating in the z direction: 

We can neglect (for now) the electric field associated with the wave, 
or in other words we can sit in the reference frame of the wave:
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Remember that the wave typically moves with the Alfven speed: 

Alfven waves have frequencies << ion gyration frequency 

It is therefore clear that for a relativistic particle these waves, in first approximation, 
look like static waves. 

The equation of motion can be written as: 

If to split the momentum in parallel and perpendicular, the perpendicular component 
cannot change in modulus, while the parallel momentum is described by 
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Wave form of the magnetic field with 
a random phase and frequency  
    
                  Larmor frequency 

In the frame in which the wave is at rest we can write

It is clear that the mean value of the pitch angle variation over a long enough time 
vanishes 

We want to see now what happens to 
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Let us first average upon the random phase of the waves: 

And integrating over time: 

RESONANCE
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IN GENERAL ONE DOES NOT HAVE A SINGLE WAVE BUT RATHER  
A POWER SPECTRUM:  

THEREFORE INTEGRATING OVER ALL OF THEM: 

OR IN A MORE IMMEDIATE FORMALISM:

)F(k)kµ-(1 Ω
2
π

Δt
ΔµΔµ 

resres
2= vµ

Ωkres =

RESONANCE!!!
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THE RANDOM CHANGE OF THE PITCH ANGLE IS 
DESCRIBED BY A DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

FRACTIONAL  
POWER (δB/B0)2 
=G(kres)

THE DEFLECTION ANGLE CHANGES BY ORDER UNITY 
IN A TIME:

PATHLENGTH FOR DIFFUSION ~ vτ

)G(k Ω
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SPATIAL DIFFUSION COEFF.
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SPATIAL DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
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THESE FEW STEPS ARE AT THE VERY BASIS OF QUASI-LINEAR THEORY, WHICH 
LEADS TO A GENERAL EXPRESSION FOR THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IN 
SPACE 

 THIS EXPRESSION REFERS TO PARALLEL DIFFUSION 

 IT CONNECTS THE BEHAVIOUR OF PARTICLES WITH THE SPECTRUM OF 
TURBULENCE 

 IT STRESSES THE CRUCIAL ROLE OF RESONANCES FOR THE OCCURRENCE 
OF DIFFUSION 
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ACCELERATION OF NONTHERMAL PARTICLES

The presence of  non-thermal particles is ubiquitous in the Universe 
(solar wind, Active galaxies, supernova remnants, gamma ray bursts, 
Pulsars, micro-quasars) 

WHEREVER THERE ARE MAGNETIZED PLASMAS THERE ARE NON- 
THERMAL PARTICLES 

           PARTICLE ACCELERATION

BUT THERMAL PARTICLES ARE USUALLY DOMINANT, SO WHAT DETERMINES 
THE DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN THERMAL AND ACCELERATED PARTICLES? 

                         INJECTION
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DONEC QUIS NUNCALL	ACCELERATION	MECHANISMS	ARE	ELECTROMAGNETIC	
IN	NATURE

MAGNETIC	FIELD	CANNOT	MAKE	WORK	ON	CHARGED	
PARTICLES	THEREFORE	ELECTRIC	FIELDS	ARE	NEEDED	

FOR	ACCELERATION	TO	OCCUR

REGULAR	ACCELERATION	
THE	ELECTRIC	FIELD	IS	LARGE	

SCALE:		

STOCHASTIC	ACCELERATION	
THE	ELECTRIC	FIELD	IS	SMALL	

SCALE:		
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STOCHASTIC ACCELERATION

Most	acceleration	mechanisms	that	are	operational	in	astrophysical	environments	
are	of	this	type.	We	have	seen	that	the	action	of	random	magnetic	fluctuations	is	that	
of	scattering	particles	when	the	resonance	is	achieved.	In	other	words,	the	particle	
distribution	is	isotropized	in	the	reference	frame	of	the	wave.	

Although	in	the	reference	frame	of	the	waves	the	momentum	is	conserved	(B	does		
not	make	work)	in	the	lab	frame	the	particle	momentum	changes	by			

In	a	time	T	which	is	the	diffusion	time	as	found	in	the	last	lecture.	It	follows	that	

THE	MOMENTUM	CHANGE	IS	A	SECOND	ORDER	PHENOMENON	!!!	

Dpp = h�P�p

�t
i ⇠ p2

1

T

⇣vA
c

⌘2
! ⌧pp =

p2

Dpp
T

✓
c

vA

◆2

� T
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SECOND ORDER FERMI ACCELERATION

E

E’’

We inject a particle with energy E. In the  
reference frame of  a cloud moving with  
speed β the particle energy is: 

and the momentum along x is:

Assuming	that	the	cloud	is	very	massive	compared	with	the	particle,	we	can	assume	
that	the	cloud	is	unaffected	by	the	scattering,	therefore	the	particle	energy	in	the		
cloud	frame	does	not	change	and	the	momentum	along	x	is	simply	inverted,	so	that	
after	‘scattering’	p’x! -	p’x.	The	final	energy	in	the	Lab	frame	is	therefore:
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Where v is now the dimensionless 
particle velocity

It follows that: 

and: 

and finally, taking the limit of  non-relativistic clouds γ!1: 

We can see that the fractional energy change can be both positive or  
negative, which means that particles can either gain or lose energy,  
depending on whether the particle-cloud scattering is head-on or tail-on. 
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We need to calculate the probability that a scattering occurs head-on or 
Tail-on. The scattering probability along direction µ is proportional to the  
Relative velocity in that direction: 

The condition of  normalization to unity: 

leads to A=1/2. It follows that the mean fractional energy change is:

NOTE THAT IF WE DID NOT ASSUME RIGID REFLECTION AT EACH CLOUD 
BUT RATHER ISOTROPIZATION OF THE PITCH ANGLE IN EACH CLOUD, 
THEN WE WOULD HAVE OBTAINED (4/3) β2 INSTEAD OF (8/3) β2
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THE FRACTIONAL CHANGE IS A SECOND ORDER QUANTITY IN 
β<<1. This is the reason for the name SECOND ORDER FERMI 
ACCELERATION 

The acceleration process can in fact be shown to become more 
important in the relativistic regime where β!1 

THE PHYSICAL ESSENCE CONTAINED IN THIS SECOND 
ORDERDEPENDENCE IS THAT IN EACH PARTICLE-CLOUD 
SCATTERING THE ENERGY OF THE PARTICLE CAN EITHER 
INCREASE OR DECREASE  ! WE ARE LOOKING AT A PROCESS 
OF DIFFUSION IN MOMENTUM SPACE 

THE REASON WHY ON AVERAGE THE MEAN ENERGY INCREASES 
IS THAT HEAD-ON COLLISIONS ARE MORE PROBABLE THAN TAIL-
ON COLLISIONS 
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WHAT IS DOING THE WORK?

We just found that particles propagating in a magnetic field can change 
their momentum (in modulus and direction)…  

BUT MAGNETIC FIELDS CANNOT CHANGE THE MOMENTUM 
MODULUS… ONLY ELECTRIC FIELDS CAN  

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF THE ELECTRIC FIELDS???   
Moving Magnetic Fields 

The	 induced	electric	 field	 is	 responsible	 for	 this	 first	 instance	of	 particle	
acceleration	

The	scattering	leads	to	momentum	transfer,	but	to	WHAT?	

Recall	that	particles	isotropize	in	the	reference	frame	of	the	waves…
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SHOCK SOLUTIONS
UPSTREAM	 													DOWNSTREAM

U1	 																						U2

-∞																												0																						+∞

Let us sit in the reference frame in which 
the shock is at rest and look for stationary  
solutions

It is easy to show that aside from the trivial solution in which all quantities  
remain spatially constant, there is a discontinuous solution:

M1	is	the	upstream	
Fluid	Mach	number
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STRONG SHOCKS M1>>1

In the limit of  strong shock fronts these expressions get substantially simpler  
and one has:

ONE CAN SEE THAT SHOCKS BEHAVE AS VERY EFFICIENT HEATING 
MACHINES IN THAT A LARGE FRACTION OF THE INCOMING RAM PRESSURE  
IS CONVERTED TO INTERNAL ENERGY OF THE GAS BEHIND THE SHOCK 
FRONT…
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COLLISIONLESS SHOCKS

While shocks in the terrestrial environment are mediated by particle-particle 
collisions, astrophysical shocks are almost always of  a different nature. The 
pathlength for ionized plasmas is of  the order of:   

Absurdly large compared with any reasonable length scale. It follows that  
astrophysical shocks can hardly form because of  particle-particle scattering but 
REQUIRE the mediation of  magnetic fields. In the downstream gas the Larmor 
radius of  particles is: 

The slowing down of  the incoming flow and its isotropization (thermalization) is 
due to the action of  magnetic fields in the shock region (COLLISIONLESS 
SHOCKS)

rL,th ⇡ 1010BµT
1/2
8 cm
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DIFFUSIVE SHOCK ACCELERATION 
OR 

FIRST ORDER FERMI ACCELERATION
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BOUNCING BETWEEN APPROACHING MAGNETIC MIRRORS

UPSTREAM	 									DOWNSTREAM

U1	 										U2

-∞														0																						+∞

Let us take a relativistic particle with 
energy E~p upstream of  the shock. In the 
downstream frame: 

where β  = u1-u2>0. In the downstream 
frame the direction of  motion of  the  
particle is isotropized and reapproaches 
the shock with the same energy but pitch 
angle μ’
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In the non-relativistic case the particle distribution is, at zeroth order, isotropic 
Therefore: 

The mean value of  the energy change is therefore:

A	FEW	IMPORTANT	POINTS:

I. There	are	no	configurations	that	lead	to	losses	

II. 	The	mean	energy	gain	is	now	first	order	in	β	

III. 	 The	energy	 gain	 is	 basically	 independent	of	 any	detail	 on	how	particles	 scatter	
back	and	forth!
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DONEC QUIS NUNC

THE TRANSPORT EQUATION APPROACH
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Integrating around the shock: 

Integrating from upstr. infinity to 0-: 

and requiring homogeneity downstream: 
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THE TRANSPORT EQUATION APPROACH

€ 

f0 p( )= 3u1
u1 −u2

Ninj

4πpinj
2

p
pinj
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& & 
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( 
) ) 

−3u1
u1 −u2

INTEGRATION	OF	THIS	SIMPLE	EQUATION	GIVES:

1. THE	 SPECTRUM	 OF	 ACCELERATED	 PARTICLES	 IS	 A	 POWER	 LAW	 IN	 MOMENTUM	
EXTENDING	TO	INFINITE	MOMENTA	

2. THE	SLOPE	DEPENDS	UNIQUELY	ON	THE	COMPRESSION	FACTOR	AND	IS	INDEPENDENT	OF	
THE	DIFFUSION	PROPERTIES	

3. NO	DEPENDENCE	UPON	DIFFUSION	(MICRO-PHYSICS)	—-	BUT	EMAX

DEFINE THE COMPRESSION FACTOR 
r=u1/u2!4 (strong shock) 

THE SLOPE OF THE SPECTRUM IS

NOTICE THAT:
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TEST PARTICLE SPECTRUM

Mach Number
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REACCELERATION VS ACCELERATION

SHOCKS ARE BLIND TO THE NATURE OF THE CHARGED PARTICLES  

SEED CR ARE ACCELERATED 

IF THEIR SPECTRUM IS STEEPER THAN THE ONE THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE SHOCK MACH NUMBER —> THEIR SPECTRUM GETS HARDER  

IF THEIR SPECTRUM IS HARDER THAN THE ONE THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE 
SHOCK MACH NUMBER —> THEIR SPECTRUM REMAINS THE SAME  

IN BOTH CASES ENERGY IS ADDED BUT THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES IS 
CONSERVED  
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SHOCK ACCELERATION OF SECONDARY NUCLEI

SECONDARY NUCLEI (AS WELL AS 
P R I M A R Y ) O C C A S I O N A L L Y 
ENCOUNTER A SN SHOCK AND GET 
ACCELERATED AT IT — SHOCK IS BLIND 
TO THE NATURE OF PARTICLES

PRIMARY NUCLEI
thermal seeds —> E-γ               

SECONDARY NUCLEI
E-γ-δ —> E-γ               

IT IS CLEAR THAT THE OCCASIONAL ACCELERATION OF 
SECONDARY NUCLEI MUST BE THE MAIN CONTRIBUTION AT 

SUFFICIENTLY HIGH E, TYPICALLY ABOVE TeV (PB 2017)
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SHOCK ACCELERATION OF SECONDARY NUCLEI 
7

Figure 3. Grammage traversed by CRs as a function of rigidity.
The lines are labelled as in Figure 1.

the cases in which �2 = 1/3 and 0.5. Although the latter
seems to best describe the C and O high energy trend, one
should keep in mind that a more realistic situation would
show a gradual transition between the two regimes, hence
we should probably not take these values too seriously but
rather as phenomenological implementations of the idea of
a transition in the di↵usive properties at R ⇠ 300 GV.

The B/C ratio is much more interesting than the spec-
tra of primary nuclei: in Figure 4 we show the recent AMS-02
data (Aguilar et al. 2016), and the curves representing our
predicted B/C ratio for the five cases introduced above. At
rigidity R < 100 GV, the five scenarios provide an equally
good description of the data, although, as pointed out above,
the grammage in the cases with and without reacceleration
di↵er appreciably (figure 3). However, for R & 100 GV,
the cases without reacceleration clearly fail to describe the
B/C data points as measured by AMS-02. This was already
pointed out by Aloisio et al. (2015) where the authors find
that an additional grammage is necessary at high energies
to fit the data, possibly accumulated inside the sources of
CRs. Here we show that reacceleration at the same shocks
responsible for CR acceleration may provide a better de-
scription of the B/C data, thereby mitigating the need for
additional components to the grammage. Notice that reac-
celeration may occur at SN shocks even in the cases in which
the shock propagates in a rarefied medium (for instance the
ones excavated by the wind of the progenitor star) where no
appreciable grammage is accumulated.

The dash-dotted (orange) line in Figure 4 shows the
predicted B/C ratio with reacceleration but without breaks
in the di↵usion coe�cient. This case illustrates, by itself,
the importance of reacceleration, and shows that reaccel-
eration alone is su�cient to provide a good description of
the observed B/C ratio. The introduction of a break in the
di↵usion coe�cient (�2 = 1/3 for the solid (black) line and
�2 = 1/2 for the dashed (green) line) leads to an additional
flattening of the energy dependence in the B/C at high en-
ergy but does not lead to a clear improvement in the fit.

Figure 4. Ratio of boron to carbon fluxes as a function of rigidity
as measured by AMS-02 (Aguilar et al. 2016). Lines are labelled
as in Figure 1.

The recent measurement of the spectra of secondary
nuclei such as lithium and boron allows us to test further
the ideas put forward above. In the absence of reacceleration,
the spectrum of secondary nuclei is expected to scale with
kinetic energy as E�s+2�2�

k
, where � = �1 for rigidity below

⇠ 300GV and � = �2 for rigidity R & 300GV. The recent
measurements carried out by the AMS-02 experiment show
that the high energy spectrum of Li has a slope that is very
close to that of the high energy spectrum of nuclei (slope
⇠ 2.7), apparently incompatible with the naive expectation
based on the standard model.

The spectrum of Li as measured by AMS-02 (Yan 2017)
is shown in Figure 5 and compared with the results of our
calculations. The dash-3dot (cyan) and the dashed (purple)
lines show the spectra of lithium in cases without reaccel-
eration, without and with a break in the di↵usion coe�-
cient (�2 = 1/3) respectively. One can see that these cases
do not provide a good description of the observed Li spec-
trum. The presence of reacceleration drastically changes this
picture: due to the fact that the spectrum of reaccelerated
lithium nuclei (or any secondary nucleus for that matter) re-
produces the spectrum of primaries at the same energy per
nucleon, the high energy limit of such spectrum is the same
as that of primaries because the steeper component disap-
pears at lower energies. The data points of AMS-02 extend
to a transition region between the low energy part, where
the lithium spectrum scales as E

�s+2�2�1
k

and the high en-

ergy limit where the spectrum is E
�s+2��2
k

. The transition
energy depends on how probable is for secondary lithium
nuclei to encounter a SN shock, as can be understood by
looking at equation (22). The curves shown in Figure 5 refer
to the same cases that have been used to calculate the B/C
ratio and to the spectra of C and O nuclei. Notice that the
asymptotic limit in which lithium is dominated by reaccel-
eration (slope �s + 2 � �2) is reached only at energies � 1
TeV, not visible in the plot.

The dash-dotted (orange) line shows that reacceleration

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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Figure 5. Preliminary spectrum of lithium as measured by AMS-
02 (Yan 2017) as a function of the energy per nucleon and results
of our calculations (lines labelled as in Figure 1).

Figure 6. Preliminary spectrum of boron as measured by AMS-
02 (Yan 2017) as a function of the energy per nucleon and results
of our calculations (lines labelled as in Figure 1).

alone (no break in the di↵usion coe�cient) is already su�-
cient to invalidate the naive expectation for the lithium spec-
trum at high energy. However the hardening in the lithium
spectrum due to reacceleration alone seems to appear at too
high energies to describe the preliminary data of AMS-02.
On the other hand, adding the same spectral break that is
necessary to describe the spectra of primaries (protons, He,
C and O) one easily finds good agreement with the data,
both for �2 = 1/3 (solid black line) and �2 = 1/2 (dashed
green line) if reacceleration is taken into account. The break
alone is not su�cient to explain the observed high energy
lithium spectrum, as illustrated by the dashed (purple) line
in Figure 5.

In Figure 6 we also show the spectrum of boron nuclei,
produced in the same reactions that give rise to lithium.
One can see that qualitatively the same considerations al-
ready made for lithium hold for boron. While a hardening
is visible in both spectra of boron and lithium at high ener-
gies, the level of such hardening seems to be mainly set, at
present, by the last two data points at the highest energies,
where statistical uncertainties are the largest. In this sense
there is no indication of a significant discrepancy between
the preliminary spectra of boron and lithium with what ex-
pected if they are pure secondary products. The presence of
breaks and of shock reacceleration seems to account for the
trend of both spectra.

Equation (20) shows in a clear way that the e↵ect of the
reacceleration is strongly dependent upon the reacceleration
volume, / R

3
SN , where RSN is the radius of a typical SNR.

While all the results discussed above have been obtained by
choosing RSN ⇠ 10�12 pc, one might be tempted to specu-
late that by increasing the value of RSN , the reacceleration
term may be increased enough to explain the whole hard-
ening of the lithium spectrum, with no apparent need for
breaks in the di↵usion coe�cient. In fact this attempt typ-
ically fails, because the increase in the reacceleration term
in equation (20) (and equation 22) also causes the low en-
ergy part to harden, resulting in secondary to primary ra-
tios that do not fit the data. In addition, one should keep in
mind that in the calculations illustrated above, the accelera-
tion and reacceleration of particles at a SN shock have been
modelled in a very simple manner, for instance ignoring all
temporal evolution of the SN shock. This is important, be-
cause a di↵erent size of the shock corresponds to a di↵erent
age of the remnant, which in turn corresponds to di↵erent
maximum energies of the accelerated (and re-accelerated)
particles: if RSN is too large, the assumption made implic-
itly in all calculations above, that the maximum rigidity is
much larger than ⇠ 1 TeV/n may turn out to be inappropri-
ate. For instance, if to assume that the maximum energy is
regulated by the growth of Bell modes (Bell 2004; Schure &
Bell 2014), as in modern approaches to CR acceleration in
SNRs, then one can write an approximate expression for the
maximum energy (to be interpreted as rigidity for particles
other than protons):

EM (t) ⇡ ⇠CR
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valid for SNe in the Sedov phase (started at time ts) ex-
ploding in the normal interstellar medium with a density of
⇢/mp ⇠ 1 cm�3. Here ⇤ = ln(EM/(mpc

2)) ⇠ 10 for a E
�2

spectrum, and e is the proton electric charge. This maximum
energy drops below TeV for times ⇠ 100ts, corresponding to
radii RSN ⇠ 10�15 pc (see Cardillo et al. (2015) for a more
careful discussion on the derivation of the maximum energy).
For SNe with a size bigger than 10 � 15 pc it is likely that
reacceleration only proceeds up to sub-TeV energies, even
though the shock may still be strong.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The same shocks that are thought to be responsible for CR
acceleration in the Galaxy are also bound to re-energize the
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Figure 5. Preliminary spectrum of lithium as measured by AMS-
02 (Yan 2017) as a function of the energy per nucleon and results
of our calculations (lines labelled as in Figure 1).

Figure 6. Preliminary spectrum of boron as measured by AMS-
02 (Yan 2017) as a function of the energy per nucleon and results
of our calculations (lines labelled as in Figure 1).
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alone is not su�cient to explain the observed high energy
lithium spectrum, as illustrated by the dashed (purple) line
in Figure 5.

In Figure 6 we also show the spectrum of boron nuclei,
produced in the same reactions that give rise to lithium.
One can see that qualitatively the same considerations al-
ready made for lithium hold for boron. While a hardening
is visible in both spectra of boron and lithium at high ener-
gies, the level of such hardening seems to be mainly set, at
present, by the last two data points at the highest energies,
where statistical uncertainties are the largest. In this sense
there is no indication of a significant discrepancy between
the preliminary spectra of boron and lithium with what ex-
pected if they are pure secondary products. The presence of
breaks and of shock reacceleration seems to account for the
trend of both spectra.

Equation (20) shows in a clear way that the e↵ect of the
reacceleration is strongly dependent upon the reacceleration
volume, / R
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While all the results discussed above have been obtained by
choosing RSN ⇠ 10�12 pc, one might be tempted to specu-
late that by increasing the value of RSN , the reacceleration
term may be increased enough to explain the whole hard-
ening of the lithium spectrum, with no apparent need for
breaks in the di↵usion coe�cient. In fact this attempt typ-
ically fails, because the increase in the reacceleration term
in equation (20) (and equation 22) also causes the low en-
ergy part to harden, resulting in secondary to primary ra-
tios that do not fit the data. In addition, one should keep in
mind that in the calculations illustrated above, the accelera-
tion and reacceleration of particles at a SN shock have been
modelled in a very simple manner, for instance ignoring all
temporal evolution of the SN shock. This is important, be-
cause a di↵erent size of the shock corresponds to a di↵erent
age of the remnant, which in turn corresponds to di↵erent
maximum energies of the accelerated (and re-accelerated)
particles: if RSN is too large, the assumption made implic-
itly in all calculations above, that the maximum rigidity is
much larger than ⇠ 1 TeV/n may turn out to be inappropri-
ate. For instance, if to assume that the maximum energy is
regulated by the growth of Bell modes (Bell 2004; Schure &
Bell 2014), as in modern approaches to CR acceleration in
SNRs, then one can write an approximate expression for the
maximum energy (to be interpreted as rigidity for particles
other than protons):
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spectrum, and e is the proton electric charge. This maximum
energy drops below TeV for times ⇠ 100ts, corresponding to
radii RSN ⇠ 10�15 pc (see Cardillo et al. (2015) for a more
careful discussion on the derivation of the maximum energy).
For SNe with a size bigger than 10 � 15 pc it is likely that
reacceleration only proceeds up to sub-TeV energies, even
though the shock may still be strong.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The same shocks that are thought to be responsible for CR
acceleration in the Galaxy are also bound to re-energize the
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CLEARLY NOT AN ATTEMPT TO 
MAKE A DETAILED PREDICTION, 
BUT RATHER DISCUSSION OF A 
NEW EFFECT
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SOME IMPORTANT COMMENTS

 THE STATIONARY PROBLEM DOES NOT ALLOW TO HAVE A MAX 
MOMENTUM WITH BOUNDARY CONDITION AT INFINITY! 

 THE NORMALIZATION IS ARBITRARY THEREFORE THERE IS NO CONTROL 
ON THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY IN CR 

 AND YET IT HAS BEEN OBTAINED IN THE TEST PARTICLE APPROXIMATION 

 THE SOLUTION DOES NOT DEPEND ON WHAT IS THE MECHANISM THAT 
CAUSES PARTICLES TO BOUNCE BACK AND FORTH 

 FOR STRONG SHOCKS THE SPECTRUM IS UNIVERSAL AND CLOSE TO E-2 

 IT HAS BEEN IMPLICITELY ASSUMED THAT WHATEVER SCATTERS THE 
PARTICLES IS AT REST (OR SLOW) IN THE FLUID FRAME
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MAXIMUM ENERGY
The maximum energy in an accelerator is determined by either the age of  the 
accelerator compared with the acceleration time or the size of  the system 
compared with the diffusion length D(E)/u. The hardest condition is the one that 
dominates. 

Using the diffusion coefficient in the ISM derived from the B/C ratio: 

and the velocity of  a SNR shock as u=5000 km/s one sees that: 

Too long for any useful acceleration ! NEED FOR ADDITIONAL TURBULENCE
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ENERGY LOSSES AND ELECTRONS

For electrons, energy losses make acceleration even harder.  

The maximum energy of  electrons is determined by the condition: 

Where the losses are mainly due to synchrotron and inverse Compton 
Scattering.
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ELECTRONS IN ONE SLIDE

PB 2010 
Zirakashvili&Aharonian 2007
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THE	PROBLEM	OF	ESCAPE	FROM	THE	ACCELERATOR

SNR	
Shock

Free	Escape		
Boundary

Advected	
CRs

€ 

Φesc(E,x)= D(E) ∂f(E,x)
∂x

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 
x=xfe

Caprioli	et	al.	2010
Caprioli	et	al.	2009

IN STANDARD DSA THERE IS NO ESCAPE FROM 
UPSTREAM 

ESCAPE CAN BE FORCED BY A IMPOSING A 
FREE ESCAPE BOUNDARY CONDITION
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NON LINEAR THEORY OF DSA

WHY DO WE NEED A NON LINEAR THEORY? 

TEST PARTICLE THEORY PREDICTS ENERGY DIVERGENT SPECTRA 

THE TYPICAL EFFICIENCY EXPECTED OF A SNR (~10%) IS SUCH THAT TEST 
PARTICLE THEORY IS A BAD APPROXIMATION 

THE MAX MOMENTUM CAN ONLY BE INTRODUCED BY HAND IN TEST 
PARTICLE THEORY 

SIMPLE ESTIMATES SHOW THAT EMAX IS VERY LOW UNLESS CR TAKE PART IN 
THE ACCELERATION PROCESS, BY AFFECTING THEIR OWN SCATTERING
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DYNAMICAL REACTION OF ACCELERATED PARTICLES

VELOCITY 
PROFILE

1 20

⇢0u0 = ⇢1u1

1

2
⇢0u

3
0 +

Pg,0u0�g
�g � 1

� Fesc =
1

2
⇢1u

3
1 +

Pg,1u1�g
�g � 1

+
Pc,1u1�c
�c � 1

Conservation of Mass

Conservation of Momentum

Conservation of Energy

Particle transport is described by using 
the usual transport equation including 
diffusion and advection  

But now dynamics is important too:

⇢0u
2
0 + Pg,0 = ⇢1u

2
1 + Pg,1 + Pc,1
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FORMATION OF A PRECURSOR - SIMPLIFIED

VELOCITY 
PROFILE

1 20

AND DIVIDING BY THE RAM PRESSURE AT UPSTREAM INFINITY: 

WHERE WE NEGLECTED TERMS OF ORDER 1/M2
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BASIC PREDICTIONS OF NON LINEAR THEORY

VELOCITY 
PROFILE

1 20

COMPRESSION FACTOR BECOMES 
FUNCTION OF ENERGY 

SPECTRA ARE NOT PERFECT  
POWER LAWS (CONCAVE) 

GA S B E H I N D T H E S H O C K I S  
COOLER FOR EFFICIENT SHOCK 
ACCELERATION 

SYSTEM SELF REGULATED 

EFFICIENT GROWTH OF B-FIELD IF 
ACCELERATION EFFICIENT

PB+2010
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EFFECT OF TURBULENT DAMPING
AT LEAST A FRACTION OF THE ENERGY OF CR UPSTREAM IS TRANSFERRED TO 
THE THERMAL ENERGY OF THE BACKGROUND PLASMA 

THIS PROCESS (TURBULENT HEATING) LEADS TO A REDUCTION OF THE MACH 
NUMBER IN THE PRECURSOR —> SMOOTHER PRECURSOR —> SPECTRA 
AGAIN CLOSE TO E-2

CR Precursor

Upstream fluid is slowed 
down & heated up  

Magnetic and thermal 
pressure remain comparable 

Non-adiabatic heating

!7

Slowing down

Heating 

HYBRID SIMS SHOW THIS EFFECT IN THE 
FORM OF A SLOWING DOWN OF THE 
PLASMA AND HEATING 

YET NO APPRECIABLE DEVIATION FROM E-2  

HOWEVER THESE SIMULATIONS ARE NON 
RELATIVISTIC 

Caprioli 2017
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BASICS OF CR STREAMING INSTABILITY

	 				+	 +	
		+	+	+	+	+		
+	+	+	+	++	
++++++++	
++++++++	
++++++++	
+	+	+	++	
++	++

SHOCK 
FRONT

JCR=nCRVs	q

THE	UPSTREAM	PLASMA	REACTS	TO	THE	UPCOMING	
CR	 CURRENT	 BY	 CREATING	 A	 RETURN	 CURRENT	 TO	
COMPENSATE	THE	POSITIVE	CR	CHARGE	

THE	 SMALL	 INDUCED	 PERTURBATIONS	 MAY	 BE	
UNSTABLE	 (ACHTERBERG	 1983,	 ZWEIBEL	 1978,	 BELL	 1978,	 BELL	
2004,	AMATO	&	PB	2009)	

CR MOVE WITH THE SHOCK SPEED (>> VA). THIS UNSTABLE SITUATION  
LEADS THE PLASMA TO REACT IN ORDER TO SLOW DOWN CR TO <VA BY 
SCATTERING PARTICLES IN THE PERP DIRECTION (B-FIELD GROWTH) 

B0
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np + nCR = ne
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nCRvshock = neve
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ve =
nCR

nCR + np
vshock ⇡ vshock

nCR

np
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STREAMING	INSTABILITY	-	THE	SIMPLE	VIEW

CR streaming with the shock leads to growth of waves. The general idea is 
simple to explain: 

and assuming equilibrium: 

And for parameters typical of SNR shocks:

€ 

nCRmvD → nCRmVA ⇒
dPCR
dt

=
nCRm(vD −VA )

τ

€ 

dPw
dt

= γW
δB2

8π
1
VA

€ 

γW = 2 nCR
ngas

vD −VA
VA

Ωcyc
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BRANCHES OF THE CR INDUCED STREAMING INSTABILITY

A CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF THE INSTABILITY REVEALS THAT THERE ARE TWO BRANCHES

RESONANT 

MAX GROWTH AT 
K=1/LARMOR

NON RESONANT 

MAX GROWTH AT  
K>>1/LARMOR

THE MAX GROWTH CAN ALWAYS BE WRITTEN IN THE FORM 

WHERE THE WAVENUMBER IS DETERMINED BY THE TENSION CONDITION:

�max = kmaxvA

kmaxB0 ⇡ 4⇡

c
JCR ! kmax ⇡ 4⇡

cB0
JCR
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THE SEPARATION BETWEEN THE TWO REGIMES IS AT kMAX rL=1 

IF WE WRITE THE CR CURRENT AS   

WHERE E IS THE ENERGY OF THE PARTICLES DOMINATING THE CR CURRENT, 
WE CAN WRITE THE CONDITION ABOVE AS    

IN CASE OF SHOCKS VD=SHOCK VELOCITY AND THE CONDITION SAYS THAT 
THE NON-RESONANT MODES DOMINATED WHEN THE SHOCK IS VERY FAST  
AND ACCELERATION IS EFFICIENT —- FOR TYPICAL CASES THIS IS ALWAYS THE 
CASE                                                         

BUT RECALL! THE WAVES THAT GROW HAVE K MUCH LARGER THAN THE 
LARMOR RADIUS OF THE PARTICLES IN THE CURRENT —> NO SCATTERING 

BECAUSE EFFICIENT SCATTERING REQUIRES RESONANCE!!!

JCR = nCR(> E)evD

UCR

UB
=

c

vD
UCR = nCR(> E)E UB =

B2

4⇡
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THE EASY WAY TO SATURATION OF GROWTH

CURRENT

The current exerts a force of the background 
plasma 

which translates into a plasma displacement: 

⇢
dv

dt
⇠ 1

c
JCR�B

�x ⇠ JCR

c⇢

�B(0)

�2
max

exp(�maxt)

which stretches the magnetic field line by the same amount… 
The saturation takes place when the displacement equals the Larmor radius of the 
particles in the field δB … imposing this condition leads to: 

specialized to a strong shock and a spectrum E-2

�B2

4⇡
=

⇠CR

⇤
⇢v2s

vs
c

⇤ = ln(Emax/Emin)
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A QUALITATIVE PICTURE OF ACCELERATION

Bell & Schure 2013 
Cardillo, Amato & PB 2015

Caprioli & Spitkovsky 2013
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IMPLICATIONS FOR MAXIMUM ENERGY 

Supernovae of  type Ia
Explosion takes place in the ISM with 
spatially constant density

Emax ⇡ 130 TeV
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Fig. 6. Spatially integrated spectral energy distribution of Tycho. The curves show synchrotron emission, thermal electron bremsstrahlung and pion
decay as calculated within our model (see text for details). The experimental data are, respectively: radio from Reynolds & Ellison (1992); X-rays
from Suzaku (courtesy of Toru Tamagawa), GeV gamma-rays from Fermi-LAT (Giordano et al. 2012) and TeV gamma-rays from VERITAS
(Acciari et al. 2011). Both Fermi-LAT and VERITAS data include only statistical error at 1σ.
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Fig. 7. Surface brightness of the radio emission at 1.5 GHz as a func-
tion of the radius (data as in Fig. 1). The thin solid line represents the
projected radial profile computed from our model using Eq. (16), while
the thick solid line corresponds to the same profile convoluted with a
Gaussian with a PSF of 15 arcsec.

account (Fig. 3), results in a bremsstrahlung emission peaked
around 1.2 keV, which, at its maximum, contributes only about
6% of the total X-ray continuum emission only, in agreement
with the findings of Cassam-Chenaï et al. (2007). In the same
energy range, there is however a non-negligible contribution
from several emission lines, which increases their intensity mov-
ing inwards from the FS, where the X-ray emission is mainly
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Fig. 8. X-ray emission due to synchrotron (dashed line) and to syn-
chrotron plus thermal bremsstrahlung (solid line). Data from the Suzaku
telescope (courtesy of Toru Tamagawa).

nonthermal (Warren et al. 2005). A detailed model of the line
forest is, however, beyond the main goal of this paper.

The projected X-ray emission profile, computed at 1 keV, is
shown in Fig. 9, where it is compared with the Chandra data in
the region that Cassam-Chenaï et al. (2007) call region W. The
resulting radial profile, already convoluted with the Chandra
PSF of about 0.5 arcsec, shows a remarkable agreement with
the data. As widely stated above, the sharp decrease in the emis-
sion behind the FS is due to the rapid synchrotron losses of the
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PSF of about 0.5 arcsec, shows a remarkable agreement with
the data. As widely stated above, the sharp decrease in the emis-
sion behind the FS is due to the rapid synchrotron losses of the
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Supernovae of  type II 

SN EXPLOSION

RED GIANT 
WIND

The Sedov phase reached 
while the shock expands 
inside the wind

In most cases the explosion takes place in 
the dense wind of  the red super-giant 
progenitor

This corresponds to typical times of  few tens of  years 
after the SN explosion !!!

Emax ⇡ 1 PeV

✓
⇠CR

0.1

◆✓
Mej

M�

◆�1✓ ESN

1051erg

◆
⇥

 
Ṁ

10�5M�yr�1

!1/2✓
vwind

10km/s

◆�1/2
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TYPICAL THICKNESS OF FILAMENTS: ~ 10-2 pc 

The synchrotron limited thickness is:

€ 

B ≈100 µGauss

In some cases the strong fields are confirmed 
by time variability of  X-rays 
Uchiyama & Aharonian, 2007
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SUCCESS AND PROBLEMS
 Effective max energy at the 
beginning of Sedov phase (~30 
years…) - not easy to catch 
Pevatrons with gamma rays… 

 No exponential cutoff at Emax 

(broken power law) 

 SPECTRUM OF ACCELERATED 
PARTICLES IS VERY CLOSE TO E-2

Cardillo, Amato & PB 2015

Maximum 
Energy

Se
d
o
v

 SUCH HARD SPECTRUM NEEDED FOR GROWTH OF MODES 

 BUT NOT OBSERVED IN ANY SNR SO FAR!  

 AND CERTAINLY NOT THE ONE REQUIRED BY TRANSPORT THEORY
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ISSUES WITH SPECTRA INSIDE SNR

Caprioli 2011
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CR TRANSPORT 
IN THE GALAXY
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BASIC INDICATORS OF DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT

Measurements of the Boron and sub-iron 
elements in CRs show that CR live for tens of 

million years in the Galaxy 

DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT

Momentum/Charge [GV]
10 210 310

B/
C

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4

11 million nuclei 

M. Aguilar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 231101 (2016) 

Boron-to-Carbon  Ratio 

�sp(A) ⇡ 45A0.7 mb

⌧sp ⇡ [nd(h/H)c�sp]
�1 ⇡ 80H4A

�0.7
12 Myr
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BASIC INDICATORS OF DIFFUSIVE TRANSPORT
Garcia-Munoz	et	al.	1977

10Be 

Be comes in three isotopes and 10Be is unstable with a decay time of 15 Myr.  

While in the Lab the three isotopes are roughly equally produced, in the CR we see 
the peak of 10Be being much smaller —> information of decay vs production vs 
confinement
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A TOY MODEL FOR OUR GALAXY

2h

2H

HALO ~ several kpc 

DISC ~ 300 pc

Assumptions of the model: 
1. CR are injected in an  infinitely thin disc 
2. CR diffuse in the whole volume  
3. CR freely escape from a boundary

1 Q(p, z) =
Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
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= Q(p, z)
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3 f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>
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A TOY MODEL FOR OUR GALAXY

2h

2H

HALO ~ several kpc 

DISC ~ 300 pc

Assumptions of the model: 
1. CR are injected in an  infinitely thin disc 
2. CR diffuse in the whole volume  
3. CR freely escape from a boundary

1 Q(p, z) =
Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit>

2 � @

@z


D
@f

@z

�
= Q(p, z)

<latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit>

3 f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>

For z≭0: 

D
@f

@z
= Constant ! f(z) = f0

⇣
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A TOY MODEL FOR OUR GALAXY

2h

2H

HALO ~ several kpc 

DISC ~ 300 pc

Assumptions of the model: 
1. CR are injected in an  infinitely thin disc 
2. CR diffuse in the whole volume  
3. CR freely escape from a boundary

1 Q(p, z) =
Q0(p)

⇡R2
d

�(z)
<latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dEq7O0LYmr8XS4LSNkpAj6ex2Z0=">AAACE3icbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARWpGSFEE3QtGNy1bsBZoYJpNJO3SSDDMToQ19Bze+ihsXirh14863cXpZaPWHgY//nMOZ8/ucUaks68vILS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO+buXksmqcCkiROWiI6PJGE0Jk1FFSMdLgiKfEba/uBqUm/fEyFpEt+qISduhHoxDSlGSlueedwo8ZNR+cIJBcJZw7NKvDzOHE7hjRfcVcfQCQhTqDQqQ88sWhVrKvgX7DkUwVx1z/x0ggSnEYkVZkjKrm1x5WZIKIoZGRecVBKO8AD1SFdjjCIi3Wx60xgeaSeAYSL0ixWcuj8nMhRJOYx83Rkh1ZeLtYn5X62bqvDczWjMU0ViPFsUpgyqBE4CggEVBCs21ICwoPqvEPeRTkfpGAs6BHvx5L/QqlZszY3TYu1yHkceHIBDUAI2OAM1cA3qoAkweABP4AW8Go/Gs/FmvM9ac8Z8Zh/8kvHxDc8WnDg=</latexit>

2 � @

@z


D
@f

@z

�
= Q(p, z)

<latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SHNjRqPMSw4Ydm6MPRGBlT5ElVM=">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</latexit>

3 f(z = H, p) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="CSRqDRv8D3jfPKzJ/Aa/Kpxi1Ks=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUkLIrgl4KRS89VrAf2C4lm2bb0Gw2JFmhLv0XXjwo4tV/481/Y9ruQVsfDDzem2FmXiA508Z1v52V1bX1jc3cVn57Z3dvv3Bw2NRxoghtkJjHqh1gTTkTtGGY4bQtFcVRwGkrGN1O/dYjVZrF4t6MJfUjPBAsZAQbKz2EpadK7VyeVdxeoeiW3RnQMvEyUoQM9V7hq9uPSRJRYQjHWnc8Vxo/xcowwukk3000lZiM8IB2LBU4otpPZxdP0KlV+iiMlS1h0Ez9PZHiSOtxFNjOCJuhXvSm4n9eJzHhtZ8yIRNDBZkvChOOTIym76M+U5QYPrYEE8XsrYgMscLE2JDyNgRv8eVl0rwoe27Zu7ssVm+yOHJwDCdQAg+uoAo1qEMDCAh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H/PWFSebOYI/cD5/ALP9j50=</latexit>

For z≭0: 
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⇣
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D
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H
<latexit sha1_base64="mIkd7yqm4gNUkrIRf/2+eSEOhk8=">AAACI3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIJZEBEUoFHXRZQV7gSaGyXTSDp1cmJkIbcy7uPFV3LhQihsXvouTNqC2/jDw8Z9zOHN+N2JUSMP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3KcKYY9LAIQt520WCMBqQhqSSkXbECfJdRlru4Dqrtx4IFzQM7uQwIraPegH1KEZSWY5+eQMtjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHRyl8dJJRxbg/TivwJG/1HCNNaqmjl4yyMRGcBzOHEshVd/Sx1Q1x7JNAYoaE6JhGJO0k24UZSYtWLEiE8AD1SEdhgHwi7GRyYwoPldOFXsjVCyScuL8nEuQLMfRd1ekj2Reztcz8r9aJpXdhJzSIYkkCPF3kxQzKEGaBwS7lBEs2VIAwp+qvEPeRykGqWIsqBHP25HlonpZNxbdnpepVHkcB7IMDcARMcA6qoAbqoAEweAIv4A28a8/aqzbWPqatC1o+swf+SPv6BnNkpB8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mIkd7yqm4gNUkrIRf/2+eSEOhk8=">AAACI3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIJZEBEUoFHXRZQV7gSaGyXTSDp1cmJkIbcy7uPFV3LhQihsXvouTNqC2/jDw8Z9zOHN+N2JUSMP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3KcKYY9LAIQt520WCMBqQhqSSkXbECfJdRlru4Dqrtx4IFzQM7uQwIraPegH1KEZSWY5+eQMtjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHRyl8dJJRxbg/TivwJG/1HCNNaqmjl4yyMRGcBzOHEshVd/Sx1Q1x7JNAYoaE6JhGJO0k24UZSYtWLEiE8AD1SEdhgHwi7GRyYwoPldOFXsjVCyScuL8nEuQLMfRd1ekj2Reztcz8r9aJpXdhJzSIYkkCPF3kxQzKEGaBwS7lBEs2VIAwp+qvEPeRykGqWIsqBHP25HlonpZNxbdnpepVHkcB7IMDcARMcA6qoAbqoAEweAIv4A28a8/aqzbWPqatC1o+swf+SPv6BnNkpB8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mIkd7yqm4gNUkrIRf/2+eSEOhk8=">AAACI3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIJZEBEUoFHXRZQV7gSaGyXTSDp1cmJkIbcy7uPFV3LhQihsXvouTNqC2/jDw8Z9zOHN+N2JUSMP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3KcKYY9LAIQt520WCMBqQhqSSkXbECfJdRlru4Dqrtx4IFzQM7uQwIraPegH1KEZSWY5+eQMtjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHRyl8dJJRxbg/TivwJG/1HCNNaqmjl4yyMRGcBzOHEshVd/Sx1Q1x7JNAYoaE6JhGJO0k24UZSYtWLEiE8AD1SEdhgHwi7GRyYwoPldOFXsjVCyScuL8nEuQLMfRd1ekj2Reztcz8r9aJpXdhJzSIYkkCPF3kxQzKEGaBwS7lBEs2VIAwp+qvEPeRykGqWIsqBHP25HlonpZNxbdnpepVHkcB7IMDcARMcA6qoAbqoAEweAIv4A28a8/aqzbWPqatC1o+swf+SPv6BnNkpB8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mIkd7yqm4gNUkrIRf/2+eSEOhk8=">AAACI3icbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSyCIJZEBEUoFHXRZQV7gSaGyXTSDp1cmJkIbcy7uPFV3LhQihsXvouTNqC2/jDw8Z9zOHN+N2JUSMP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3KcKYY9LAIQt520WCMBqQhqSSkXbECfJdRlru4Dqrtx4IFzQM7uQwIraPegH1KEZSWY5+eQMtjyOcWBHikiIGvfSHRyl8dJJRxbg/TivwJG/1HCNNaqmjl4yyMRGcBzOHEshVd/Sx1Q1x7JNAYoaE6JhGJO0k24UZSYtWLEiE8AD1SEdhgHwi7GRyYwoPldOFXsjVCyScuL8nEuQLMfRd1ekj2Reztcz8r9aJpXdhJzSIYkkCPF3kxQzKEGaBwS7lBEs2VIAwp+qvEPeRykGqWIsqBHP25HlonpZNxbdnpepVHkcB7IMDcARMcA6qoAbqoAEweAIv4A28a8/aqzbWPqatC1o+swf+SPv6BnNkpB8=</latexit>
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A TOY MODEL FOR OUR GALAXY
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<latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XXhpQyZQ2cs9UK7JC/fGKhZ9qcc=">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</latexit>

Let us now integrate the diffusion equation around z=0 

and recalling that 
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d

<latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dWW41u5N6G3NdixeL/e1J42PvOE=">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</latexit>
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Since Q0(p)~p-γ and D(p)~pδ 
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A TOY MODEL FOR OUR GALAXY: ESCAPE FLUX

WHICH CR FLUX WOULD BE MEASURED BY AN OBSERVER OUTSIDE OUR 
GALAXY? 

WE ALREADY ESTABLISHED THAT  

BUT THIS IS EXACTLY THE FLUX ACROSS A SURFACE IN DIFFUSIVE REGIME: 

THE SPECTRUM OF COSMIC RAYS OBSERVED BY AN OBSERVER OUTSIDE OUR 
GALAXY IS THE SAME AS INJECTED BY SOURCES, NOT THE SAME AS WE 
MEASURE AT THE EARTH!
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MEANING OF FREE ESCAPE BOUNDARY?

The physics of CR transport is as much regulated by diffusion as it is by boundary 
conditions (this is true for toy models as well as it is for GALPROP)

What does “free escape” mean?

Conservation of flux at the boundary implies:

f(z = H, p) = 0
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Beware that despite the great importance of this assumption 
we do not have any handle on what determines the halo size 

or weather the halo size depends on energy  61



A SIMPLE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSPORT OF NUCLEI

At high enough energy (typically above few GeV/n) CR nuclei only suffer spallation 
reactions while interacting with the ISM 

Spallation reaction are such that a nucleus of type (A,Z) is transformed to a nucleus 
(A-1,Z’)+N  

Spallation reactions conserve the energy per nucleon, namely the Lorentz factor 

We shall assume that the gas is concentrated in a thin Galactic disc 
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A SIMPLE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSPORT OF NUCLEI
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where f0(p) is the distribution function of accelerated par-
ticles at the shock location, z = 0. Imposing homogeneity
downstream implies that
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(z < 0), equation (1) simplifies to
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which can be easily solved with the boundary condition that
f(z = �1, p) = g(p). The particle distribution function
at the shock, that takes into account both acceleration of
injected particles and reacceleration of seed particles is then
easily derived and reads:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.

3 GALACTIC TRANSPORT OF COSMIC
RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
spatial dimension for nuclei of type ↵ reads:
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵

0 with mo-
mentum p

0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
0 = (A0

/A)p,
where A and A

0 are the two mass numbers.
The injection term in equation (6) can be easily con-

nected with the distribution function f0 of accelerated par-
ticles in §2:
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we used explicitly the fact that spallation reactions
conserve kinetic energy per nucleon. The injection term
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For nuclei of mass A, it is customary to introduce the flux as a function of the kinetic 
energy per nucleon Ek:   Iα(Ek)dEk=p2 Fα(p) v(p) dp   which implies: 
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situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵
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0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
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where A and A
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
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�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.

3 GALACTIC TRANSPORT OF COSMIC
RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:
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usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
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may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
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is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
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calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
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cally approaches ⇠ p
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�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵
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/A)p,
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
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F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
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�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
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0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)
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where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:
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usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
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count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵
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0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
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where A and A
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
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�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
tions �↵ and �↵0!↵ refer to the cross sections for spallation
of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
nucleus ↵

0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)

1/2,
where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵

0 with mo-
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0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
0 = (A0

/A)p,
where A and A
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ticles in §2:
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
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�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
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of the element ↵ and the cross section for spallation of the
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0 to a nucleus ↵. The source term and the spalla-
tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
both take place in an infinitely thin region. This assumption
holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)
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where ⌧sp is the time scale for spallation reactions. For the
situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
Notice that in the last term of equation (6) we took into ac-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
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count that in the spallation reaction a nucleus of type ↵ with
momentum p is produced by a nucleus of type ↵

0 with mo-
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0, chosen in such a way that p and p
0 correspond to

the same kinetic energy per nucleon, namely p
0 = (A0

/A)p,
where A and A

0 are the two mass numbers.
The injection term in equation (6) can be easily con-

nected with the distribution function f0 of accelerated par-
ticles in §2:
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
2
F↵(p). (8)

Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we used explicitly the fact that spallation reactions
conserve kinetic energy per nucleon. The injection term
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where f0(p) is the distribution function of accelerated par-
ticles at the shock location, z = 0. Imposing homogeneity
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which can be easily solved with the boundary condition that
f(z = �1, p) = g(p). The particle distribution function
at the shock, that takes into account both acceleration of
injected particles and reacceleration of seed particles is then
easily derived and reads:
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
the minimum momentum of seed particles: such momentum
may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
spectra of seed particles considered in this manuscript the
choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
calling that whenever the spectrum of seeds is steeper than
⇠ p

�s, the spectrum of reaccelerated particles asymptoti-
cally approaches ⇠ p

�s. For the shocks we are interested in,
s ⇠ 4. The spectra of seeds we consider (spectra of primary
and secondary nuclei in the Galaxy) are always steeper than
p
�4, at least at energies & 10 GeV/n. This implies that the

second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.

3 GALACTIC TRANSPORT OF COSMIC
RAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF
REACCELERATION

In the assumption that the sources are all located in a thin
disc with half-thickness hd where the gas, with density nd,
is also embedded, the stationary transport equation in one
spatial dimension for nuclei of type ↵ reads:
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p

2
v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
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Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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where we used explicitly the fact that spallation reactions
conserve kinetic energy per nucleon. The injection term
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where we introduced the shock velocity vsh = u1. Here, as
usual, s = 3r/(r � 1) with r = u1/u2 (compression factor
at the shock). We introduced a momentum p0 representing
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may or may not be the same as pinj . In any case, for the
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choice of p0 has no practical implications, provided is low
enough (below ⇠ GeV), because the integral in equation (5)
is typically dominated by the upper integration limit. For a
strong shock, one has that r ! 4 and s ! 4. It is worth re-
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cally approaches ⇠ p
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second term in equation (5) always returns a contribution
to f0 that is close to ⇠ p

�s. For primary nuclei, this con-
tribution is expected to a↵ect mainly the normalization but
not the spectrum. On the other hand, for secondary nuclei
the first term vanished and the second term again returns
a contribution that is close to ⇠ p

�s. Since the spectrum of
secondary nuclei in the Galaxy at high enough energies is
/ E

���� (where � defines the energy dependence of the dif-
fusion coe�cient), it is clear that the e↵ect of reaccelerated
secondary nuclei is bound to become dominant above some
critical energy, that will be estimated in the next section.
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where D↵(p) is the di↵usion coe�cient, F↵(p, z) is the par-
ticle distribution function of nuclei of type ↵. The cross sec-
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tion terms in equation (6) are written in the assumption that
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holds for as long as the thickness of the disc is much smaller
than the size of the halo and of the range where spallation
losses become dominant. In other words: hd ⌧ (D(p)⌧sp)
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situations of interest for us this condition is always satisfied.
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where we have implicitly assumed that the sites where CR
acceleration takes place are the shocks of supernova rem-
nants and SNe explode at a rate RSN . Here VSN is the total
volume of a SNR filled with energetic particles and Rd is
the radius of the disc of the Galaxy. For simplicity here we
assumed that the injection is homogeneous across the disc of
the Galaxy. The volume VSN is a parameter of the problem:
it is clear that this setup is not necessarily very realistic but
it is not easy to go beyond it, since in principle one should
follow the time dependence of the acceleration process and
of the SN evolution, that are both rather di�cult to model.
For the purpose of illustrating the importance of reaccelera-
tion, the parameter VSN is meaningful because it regulates
the probability for a CR particle to re-cross a SN shock and
be re-energized.

It is useful, following Jones et al. (2001), to introduce,
for each nucleus of type ↵, the flux as a function of the
kinetic energy per nucleon Ek: I(Ek)dEk = p
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v(p)F (p)dp,

where v(p) is the velocity of the nucleus. It can be easily
shown that:

I↵(Ek) = Ap
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Using this transformation in equation (6), we obtain the
following equation for I↵(Ek):
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PRIMARY NUCLEI

4

q0,↵(p) is calculated at p = A
p

E
2
k
+ 2mpEk and, based on

the discussion in §2, is made, in general, of two contributions:
nuclei of type ↵ freshly accelerated at the shock and nuclei
of type ↵ already present in the environment and eventu-
ally reaccelerated. For secondary nuclei, such as boron and
lithium, only the latter contribution to injection is present.
In the following we discuss the case of primary and secondary
nuclei separately.

3.1 The case of primary nuclei

For primary nuclei, such as carbon and oxygen, the contribu-
tion coming from spallation of heavier elements is negligible
and one can write equation (9) as
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In order to simplify the notation, we introduce the quantity
�V = VSN/⇡R

2
d2hd, which represents the ratio of volumes

of a typical SNR to the volume of the Galactic disc (typically
�V ⇠ 10�8). From equations (5) and (7) follows that
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where K =
⌘ngas

4⇡pinj
and the momentum is related to

the kinetic energy per nucleon through the relation p =
A
p

E
2
k
+ 2mpEk. The important thing to notice is that the

function that we wish to solve equation (10) for also enters
the injection term (reacceleration). More precisely the reac-
celeration term is related to the value of the flux I↵(Ek, z)
in the disc (z = 0). Hence equation (10) is best solved by
iterations.

For z 6= 0 the equation is trivial and under the boundary
condition that I↵(Ek, z = ±H) = 0 one finds

I↵(z, p) = I↵,0(Ek)
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where I↵,0(Ek) = I↵(Ek, z = 0). On the other hand, in-
tegrating equation (10) between z = 0� and z = 0+, one
gets:
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From equation (12) one sees that
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hence equation (13) leads to:
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where we introduced the grammage:

X(Ek) = nd
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as well as the critical grammage Xcr,↵ = m/�↵, where m is
the mean mass of the interstellar medium gas that acts as
target for spallation (we assume m = 1.4mp). The quantity
ndhd/H that appears in the grammage plays the role of
mean density traversed by CRs during propagation in the
disc and halo of the Galaxy. The index (i) in equation 14
labels the iteration cycle.

One can estimate the e↵ect of reacceleration on the
spectrum of primary nuclei by calculating the result of the
first iteration in equation (14), namely by taking
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and replacing it in the integral of equation 14, to get:
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where, for simplicity, we assumed that, at the energies we are
interested in, the role of spallation is weak, namelyX(Ek) ⌧
Xcr.

We assume, as it is often done, that the di↵usion coe�-
cient is in the form D↵ = D0(p/p⇤)

�, with � = 0 for p < p⇤,
with p⇤ typically in the range of 10 GeV/c. For p � p⇤ one
finds that the term in parenthesis is
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A SN at the beginning of the Sedov phase has a radius of
roughly RSN ⇠ 2 pc. For H ⇠ 4 kpc, RSN = 1/30 yr�1,
Rd = 10 kpc and D0 = 2 ⇥ 1028 cm2

/s, one has that the
second term in equation 18 is 4⇥ 10�3. In other words, for
a young SNR, the role of CRs reaccelerated from the di↵use
background is expected to be totally negligible. However,
since the volume of a SNR scales as R3

SN , a radius of a SN of
10 pc, more suitable for an aged SNR, well inside the Sedov
phase, would make this correction of order unity. At high
enough energy (p > p⇤ ⇠ 10 GeV/c) the correction due to
shock reacceleration becomes independent of energy and one
can consider its e↵ect as a correction of order unity to the
overall normalization of the flux of primary nuclei. For this
reason, we do not explicitly include reacceleration of primary
nuclei and reabsorb its e↵ect on the overall normalization of
the primary spectra.

Thoudam & Hörandel (2014) investigated a substan-
tially di↵erent case, namely the possibility that a population
of very weak (typical Mach numbers⇠ 1.5) supernova shocks
may reaccelerate CRs. When the slope s is the reaccelera-
tion term is larger than the slope of the Galactic CR spec-
trum (say ⇠ 4.7), the reacceleration term does not change
the spectrum but only the normalizaion of the spectrum.
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as well as the critical grammage Xcr,↵ = m/�↵, where m is
the mean mass of the interstellar medium gas that acts as
target for spallation (we assume m = 1.4mp). The quantity
ndhd/H that appears in the grammage plays the role of
mean density traversed by CRs during propagation in the
disc and halo of the Galaxy. The index (i) in equation 14
labels the iteration cycle.

One can estimate the e↵ect of reacceleration on the
spectrum of primary nuclei by calculating the result of the
first iteration in equation (14), namely by taking
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and replacing it in the integral of equation 14, to get:
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where, for simplicity, we assumed that, at the energies we are
interested in, the role of spallation is weak, namelyX(Ek) ⌧
Xcr.

We assume, as it is often done, that the di↵usion coe�-
cient is in the form D↵ = D0(p/p⇤)

�, with � = 0 for p < p⇤,
with p⇤ typically in the range of 10 GeV/c. For p � p⇤ one
finds that the term in parenthesis is
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sVSNRSNH
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. (18)

A SN at the beginning of the Sedov phase has a radius of
roughly RSN ⇠ 2 pc. For H ⇠ 4 kpc, RSN = 1/30 yr�1,
Rd = 10 kpc and D0 = 2 ⇥ 1028 cm2

/s, one has that the
second term in equation 18 is 4⇥ 10�3. In other words, for
a young SNR, the role of CRs reaccelerated from the di↵use
background is expected to be totally negligible. However,
since the volume of a SNR scales as R3

SN , a radius of a SN of
10 pc, more suitable for an aged SNR, well inside the Sedov
phase, would make this correction of order unity. At high
enough energy (p > p⇤ ⇠ 10 GeV/c) the correction due to
shock reacceleration becomes independent of energy and one
can consider its e↵ect as a correction of order unity to the
overall normalization of the flux of primary nuclei. For this
reason, we do not explicitly include reacceleration of primary
nuclei and reabsorb its e↵ect on the overall normalization of
the primary spectra.

Thoudam & Hörandel (2014) investigated a substan-
tially di↵erent case, namely the possibility that a population
of very weak (typical Mach numbers⇠ 1.5) supernova shocks
may reaccelerate CRs. When the slope s is the reaccelera-
tion term is larger than the slope of the Galactic CR spec-
trum (say ⇠ 4.7), the reacceleration term does not change
the spectrum but only the normalizaion of the spectrum.
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Formally similar to the equation for protons but with spallation taken into account 

Technically the equation is solved in the same way:  
1) consider z>0 (or z<0) and then  
2) integrate around z=0 between 0- and 0+

1 D↵
@I↵

@z
= constant ! I↵ = I0,↵

⇣
1� z

H

⌘ with free escape 
boundary condition

2 �D↵
@I↵
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|z=0 = �hdndv�↵I0,↵ +Ap2hdQ0,↵(p)
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PRIMARY NUCLEI

Injection x escape time
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Flux of nuclei of type α 

Grammage traversed by nuclei 
of type α 

Critical grammage for nuclei of 
type α 

For X<<Xα the equilibrium spectrum is the standard Ek-γ-δ 

For X>>Xα the equilibrium spectrum reproduces the injection spectrum Ek-γ
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SECONDARY NUCLEI - CASE OF B/C

5

After transport in the Galaxy, according with Thoudam &
Hörandel (2014), the reaccelerated component may become
dominant at low energy. However, in order for this e↵ect to
be present the weak shocks must 1) have s ⇠ 6 (instead
of the standard s = 4 for strong shocks) and 2) yet be
able to accelerate particles to maximum energies in excess of
⇠ TeV . Their result depends critically on the size of these
weak shocks, assumed to be ⇠ 100 pc. For instance the e↵ect
disappears if a size of 50 pc is assumed. It should be noted
that from observations it seems that supernova shocks stop
being particle accelerators (their radio emission disappears)
when their velocity drops below ⇠ 300 km/s (Bandiera &
Petruk 2010) (much higher than the weak shocks invoked
by Thoudam & Hörandel (2014)). For this reason here we
no longer consider this possibility in the following and we
focus instead on reacceleration at the same shocks that are
believed to be responsible for the acceleration of the bulk of
CRs.

3.2 The case of secondary nuclei

The role of reacceleration is much more prominent on sec-
ondary products of hadronic interactions than on primary
nuclei. In this section we illustrate this e↵ect on secondary
nuclei such as boron and lithium. For the sake of simplicity
we limit ourselves to the production of these secondary prod-
ucts in spallation reactions initiated by carbon and oxygen
nuclei, whose fluxes will be denoted as IC(Ek) and IOx(Ek).
Secondary nuclei are not accelerated from the thermal pool
at supernova shocks, hence the direct injection term in equa-
tion (9) vanishes. The transport equation for boron nuclei
can be written as follows:
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where all fluxes are calculated at the same kinetic energy per
nucleon Ek. The flux IB inside the integral is calculated at
kinetic energy per nucleon E

0
k corresponding to the momen-

tum p
0. The quantity �B is the cross section for spallation of

boron nuclei, assumed here to be independent of energy for
simplicity, while �CB and �OxB are the cross sections of pro-
duction of boron from spallation of carbon and oxygen nuclei
respectively. In the following we adopt a simplified structure
for these cross sections: we parametrize the cross section for
spallation of a nucleus of mass A as �A = 45A0.7 mb (Letaw
et al. 1984) and we write the cross section for production of
a nucleus A

0 as �AA0 = �AbAA0 , where bAA0 is the proba-
bility that spallation of the nucleus A leads to production
of the nucleus of mass A

0. For production of boron one has
bCB = 0.28 and bOxB = 0.11 (Berezinsky et al. 1990).

Since all terms of production and destruction of boron
are localized at z = 0 (Galactic disc), the spatial dependence
of the solution is still in the same form as in equation (12),
hence after integration between z = 0� and z = 0+ equation

(19) leads to the following expression for the flux of boron:
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In addition to the grammage (equation 15), here we intro-
duced the critical grammages Xcr,B = m/�B , Xcr,CB =
m/�CB and Xcr,OxB = m/�OxB . In the absence of reaccel-
eration one can see from equation (20) that the B/C ratio
reads:

IB.0(Ek)
IC,0(Ek)

=

X(Ek)
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1 + X(Ek)
Xcr,B

+
IOx,0(Ek)
IC,0(Ek)
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1 + X(Ek)
Xcr,B

. (21)

In the assumption that the spectra of carbon and oxygen
nuclei are the same at high energy, the ratio scales as ⇠
X(Ek) provided spallation does not change appreciably the
spectrum of any of the species involved, which is expected
to be the case at high energies.

The physical meaning of the reacceleration term is easy
to understand: in the absence of this term the high energy
spectrum of boron is IB,0 / E

�s�2�
k

where � refers to the
slope of the di↵usion coe�cient. Replacing such trend in the
reacceleration term, one can easily see that the spectrum
resulting from reacceleration at an individual SNR is E

�s

k

and after propagation becomes E�s��

k
. It follows that there

is always a critical energy above which the contribution of
reacceleration dominates upon the standard boron flux. In
fact, as we discuss below, this contribution is likely to be-
come important (yet not dominant) even below such critical
energy.

As we discuss later, recent observations show a rather
intriguing situation for lithium nuclei. Hence we also apply
the calculations above to the case of lithium as secondary
nucleus. The solution of the transport equation is very sim-
ilar to the one for boron nuclei:
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(22)

where we again limit ourselves to the contribution of car-
bon and oxygen as primaries, and we take bCLi ⇡ 0.11 and
bOxLi ⇡ 0.08. As discussed in the previous section, equations
(20) and (22) can be solved by iterations, although it is not
the only way.

4 COMPARISON OF B/C AND LITHIUM
FLUXES WITH AMS-02 DATA

The spectra of primary nuclei (carbon and oxygen in our
case) are calculated using equation (14) but neglecting the
role of reacceleration, for the reasons discussed in §3.1. The
di↵usion coe�cient is assumed, as usual, to be only function
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After transport in the Galaxy, according with Thoudam &
Hörandel (2014), the reaccelerated component may become
dominant at low energy. However, in order for this e↵ect to
be present the weak shocks must 1) have s ⇠ 6 (instead
of the standard s = 4 for strong shocks) and 2) yet be
able to accelerate particles to maximum energies in excess of
⇠ TeV . Their result depends critically on the size of these
weak shocks, assumed to be ⇠ 100 pc. For instance the e↵ect
disappears if a size of 50 pc is assumed. It should be noted
that from observations it seems that supernova shocks stop
being particle accelerators (their radio emission disappears)
when their velocity drops below ⇠ 300 km/s (Bandiera &
Petruk 2010) (much higher than the weak shocks invoked
by Thoudam & Hörandel (2014)). For this reason here we
no longer consider this possibility in the following and we
focus instead on reacceleration at the same shocks that are
believed to be responsible for the acceleration of the bulk of
CRs.

3.2 The case of secondary nuclei

The role of reacceleration is much more prominent on sec-
ondary products of hadronic interactions than on primary
nuclei. In this section we illustrate this e↵ect on secondary
nuclei such as boron and lithium. For the sake of simplicity
we limit ourselves to the production of these secondary prod-
ucts in spallation reactions initiated by carbon and oxygen
nuclei, whose fluxes will be denoted as IC(Ek) and IOx(Ek).
Secondary nuclei are not accelerated from the thermal pool
at supernova shocks, hence the direct injection term in equa-
tion (9) vanishes. The transport equation for boron nuclei
can be written as follows:
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where all fluxes are calculated at the same kinetic energy per
nucleon Ek. The flux IB inside the integral is calculated at
kinetic energy per nucleon E

0
k corresponding to the momen-

tum p
0. The quantity �B is the cross section for spallation of

boron nuclei, assumed here to be independent of energy for
simplicity, while �CB and �OxB are the cross sections of pro-
duction of boron from spallation of carbon and oxygen nuclei
respectively. In the following we adopt a simplified structure
for these cross sections: we parametrize the cross section for
spallation of a nucleus of mass A as �A = 45A0.7 mb (Letaw
et al. 1984) and we write the cross section for production of
a nucleus A

0 as �AA0 = �AbAA0 , where bAA0 is the proba-
bility that spallation of the nucleus A leads to production
of the nucleus of mass A

0. For production of boron one has
bCB = 0.28 and bOxB = 0.11 (Berezinsky et al. 1990).

Since all terms of production and destruction of boron
are localized at z = 0 (Galactic disc), the spatial dependence
of the solution is still in the same form as in equation (12),
hence after integration between z = 0� and z = 0+ equation

(19) leads to the following expression for the flux of boron:
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In addition to the grammage (equation 15), here we intro-
duced the critical grammages Xcr,B = m/�B , Xcr,CB =
m/�CB and Xcr,OxB = m/�OxB . In the absence of reaccel-
eration one can see from equation (20) that the B/C ratio
reads:
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In the assumption that the spectra of carbon and oxygen
nuclei are the same at high energy, the ratio scales as ⇠
X(Ek) provided spallation does not change appreciably the
spectrum of any of the species involved, which is expected
to be the case at high energies.

The physical meaning of the reacceleration term is easy
to understand: in the absence of this term the high energy
spectrum of boron is IB,0 / E
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k

where � refers to the
slope of the di↵usion coe�cient. Replacing such trend in the
reacceleration term, one can easily see that the spectrum
resulting from reacceleration at an individual SNR is E
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k

and after propagation becomes E�s��

k
. It follows that there

is always a critical energy above which the contribution of
reacceleration dominates upon the standard boron flux. In
fact, as we discuss below, this contribution is likely to be-
come important (yet not dominant) even below such critical
energy.

As we discuss later, recent observations show a rather
intriguing situation for lithium nuclei. Hence we also apply
the calculations above to the case of lithium as secondary
nucleus. The solution of the transport equation is very sim-
ilar to the one for boron nuclei:
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where we again limit ourselves to the contribution of car-
bon and oxygen as primaries, and we take bCLi ⇡ 0.11 and
bOxLi ⇡ 0.08. As discussed in the previous section, equations
(20) and (22) can be solved by iterations, although it is not
the only way.

4 COMPARISON OF B/C AND LITHIUM
FLUXES WITH AMS-02 DATA

The spectra of primary nuclei (carbon and oxygen in our
case) are calculated using equation (14) but neglecting the
role of reacceleration, for the reasons discussed in §3.1. The
di↵usion coe�cient is assumed, as usual, to be only function
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After transport in the Galaxy, according with Thoudam &
Hörandel (2014), the reaccelerated component may become
dominant at low energy. However, in order for this e↵ect to
be present the weak shocks must 1) have s ⇠ 6 (instead
of the standard s = 4 for strong shocks) and 2) yet be
able to accelerate particles to maximum energies in excess of
⇠ TeV . Their result depends critically on the size of these
weak shocks, assumed to be ⇠ 100 pc. For instance the e↵ect
disappears if a size of 50 pc is assumed. It should be noted
that from observations it seems that supernova shocks stop
being particle accelerators (their radio emission disappears)
when their velocity drops below ⇠ 300 km/s (Bandiera &
Petruk 2010) (much higher than the weak shocks invoked
by Thoudam & Hörandel (2014)). For this reason here we
no longer consider this possibility in the following and we
focus instead on reacceleration at the same shocks that are
believed to be responsible for the acceleration of the bulk of
CRs.

3.2 The case of secondary nuclei

The role of reacceleration is much more prominent on sec-
ondary products of hadronic interactions than on primary
nuclei. In this section we illustrate this e↵ect on secondary
nuclei such as boron and lithium. For the sake of simplicity
we limit ourselves to the production of these secondary prod-
ucts in spallation reactions initiated by carbon and oxygen
nuclei, whose fluxes will be denoted as IC(Ek) and IOx(Ek).
Secondary nuclei are not accelerated from the thermal pool
at supernova shocks, hence the direct injection term in equa-
tion (9) vanishes. The transport equation for boron nuclei
can be written as follows:
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where all fluxes are calculated at the same kinetic energy per
nucleon Ek. The flux IB inside the integral is calculated at
kinetic energy per nucleon E

0
k corresponding to the momen-

tum p
0. The quantity �B is the cross section for spallation of

boron nuclei, assumed here to be independent of energy for
simplicity, while �CB and �OxB are the cross sections of pro-
duction of boron from spallation of carbon and oxygen nuclei
respectively. In the following we adopt a simplified structure
for these cross sections: we parametrize the cross section for
spallation of a nucleus of mass A as �A = 45A0.7 mb (Letaw
et al. 1984) and we write the cross section for production of
a nucleus A

0 as �AA0 = �AbAA0 , where bAA0 is the proba-
bility that spallation of the nucleus A leads to production
of the nucleus of mass A

0. For production of boron one has
bCB = 0.28 and bOxB = 0.11 (Berezinsky et al. 1990).

Since all terms of production and destruction of boron
are localized at z = 0 (Galactic disc), the spatial dependence
of the solution is still in the same form as in equation (12),
hence after integration between z = 0� and z = 0+ equation

(19) leads to the following expression for the flux of boron:
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In addition to the grammage (equation 15), here we intro-
duced the critical grammages Xcr,B = m/�B , Xcr,CB =
m/�CB and Xcr,OxB = m/�OxB . In the absence of reaccel-
eration one can see from equation (20) that the B/C ratio
reads:
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In the assumption that the spectra of carbon and oxygen
nuclei are the same at high energy, the ratio scales as ⇠
X(Ek) provided spallation does not change appreciably the
spectrum of any of the species involved, which is expected
to be the case at high energies.

The physical meaning of the reacceleration term is easy
to understand: in the absence of this term the high energy
spectrum of boron is IB,0 / E

�s�2�
k

where � refers to the
slope of the di↵usion coe�cient. Replacing such trend in the
reacceleration term, one can easily see that the spectrum
resulting from reacceleration at an individual SNR is E

�s

k

and after propagation becomes E�s��

k
. It follows that there

is always a critical energy above which the contribution of
reacceleration dominates upon the standard boron flux. In
fact, as we discuss below, this contribution is likely to be-
come important (yet not dominant) even below such critical
energy.

As we discuss later, recent observations show a rather
intriguing situation for lithium nuclei. Hence we also apply
the calculations above to the case of lithium as secondary
nucleus. The solution of the transport equation is very sim-
ilar to the one for boron nuclei:
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(22)

where we again limit ourselves to the contribution of car-
bon and oxygen as primaries, and we take bCLi ⇡ 0.11 and
bOxLi ⇡ 0.08. As discussed in the previous section, equations
(20) and (22) can be solved by iterations, although it is not
the only way.

4 COMPARISON OF B/C AND LITHIUM
FLUXES WITH AMS-02 DATA

The spectra of primary nuclei (carbon and oxygen in our
case) are calculated using equation (14) but neglecting the
role of reacceleration, for the reasons discussed in §3.1. The
di↵usion coe�cient is assumed, as usual, to be only function
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Following the same strategy as in the previous cases one obtains easily: 

which reflects in the following B/C ratio: 

AT E>50-100 GeV THE B/C RATIO SCALES AS X(EK) NAMELY AS 1/Dα NAMELY WE 
CAN MEASURE THE SLOPE OF D(E) FROM THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF B/C
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After transport in the Galaxy, according with Thoudam &
Hörandel (2014), the reaccelerated component may become
dominant at low energy. However, in order for this e↵ect to
be present the weak shocks must 1) have s ⇠ 6 (instead
of the standard s = 4 for strong shocks) and 2) yet be
able to accelerate particles to maximum energies in excess of
⇠ TeV . Their result depends critically on the size of these
weak shocks, assumed to be ⇠ 100 pc. For instance the e↵ect
disappears if a size of 50 pc is assumed. It should be noted
that from observations it seems that supernova shocks stop
being particle accelerators (their radio emission disappears)
when their velocity drops below ⇠ 300 km/s (Bandiera &
Petruk 2010) (much higher than the weak shocks invoked
by Thoudam & Hörandel (2014)). For this reason here we
no longer consider this possibility in the following and we
focus instead on reacceleration at the same shocks that are
believed to be responsible for the acceleration of the bulk of
CRs.

3.2 The case of secondary nuclei

The role of reacceleration is much more prominent on sec-
ondary products of hadronic interactions than on primary
nuclei. In this section we illustrate this e↵ect on secondary
nuclei such as boron and lithium. For the sake of simplicity
we limit ourselves to the production of these secondary prod-
ucts in spallation reactions initiated by carbon and oxygen
nuclei, whose fluxes will be denoted as IC(Ek) and IOx(Ek).
Secondary nuclei are not accelerated from the thermal pool
at supernova shocks, hence the direct injection term in equa-
tion (9) vanishes. The transport equation for boron nuclei
can be written as follows:
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where all fluxes are calculated at the same kinetic energy per
nucleon Ek. The flux IB inside the integral is calculated at
kinetic energy per nucleon E

0
k corresponding to the momen-

tum p
0. The quantity �B is the cross section for spallation of

boron nuclei, assumed here to be independent of energy for
simplicity, while �CB and �OxB are the cross sections of pro-
duction of boron from spallation of carbon and oxygen nuclei
respectively. In the following we adopt a simplified structure
for these cross sections: we parametrize the cross section for
spallation of a nucleus of mass A as �A = 45A0.7 mb (Letaw
et al. 1984) and we write the cross section for production of
a nucleus A

0 as �AA0 = �AbAA0 , where bAA0 is the proba-
bility that spallation of the nucleus A leads to production
of the nucleus of mass A

0. For production of boron one has
bCB = 0.28 and bOxB = 0.11 (Berezinsky et al. 1990).

Since all terms of production and destruction of boron
are localized at z = 0 (Galactic disc), the spatial dependence
of the solution is still in the same form as in equation (12),
hence after integration between z = 0� and z = 0+ equation

(19) leads to the following expression for the flux of boron:

IB,0(Ek) =
IC,0(Ek)
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p
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p

◆s�2

IB,0(E
0
k) (20)

In addition to the grammage (equation 15), here we intro-
duced the critical grammages Xcr,B = m/�B , Xcr,CB =
m/�CB and Xcr,OxB = m/�OxB . In the absence of reaccel-
eration one can see from equation (20) that the B/C ratio
reads:

IB.0(Ek)
IC,0(Ek)

=

X(Ek)
Xcr,CB

1 + X(Ek)
Xcr,B

+
IOx,0(Ek)
IC,0(Ek)

X(Ek)
Xcr,OxB

1 + X(Ek)
Xcr,B

. (21)

In the assumption that the spectra of carbon and oxygen
nuclei are the same at high energy, the ratio scales as ⇠
X(Ek) provided spallation does not change appreciably the
spectrum of any of the species involved, which is expected
to be the case at high energies.

The physical meaning of the reacceleration term is easy
to understand: in the absence of this term the high energy
spectrum of boron is IB,0 / E

�s�2�
k

where � refers to the
slope of the di↵usion coe�cient. Replacing such trend in the
reacceleration term, one can easily see that the spectrum
resulting from reacceleration at an individual SNR is E

�s

k

and after propagation becomes E�s��

k
. It follows that there

is always a critical energy above which the contribution of
reacceleration dominates upon the standard boron flux. In
fact, as we discuss below, this contribution is likely to be-
come important (yet not dominant) even below such critical
energy.

As we discuss later, recent observations show a rather
intriguing situation for lithium nuclei. Hence we also apply
the calculations above to the case of lithium as secondary
nucleus. The solution of the transport equation is very sim-
ilar to the one for boron nuclei:

ILi,0(Ek) =
IC,0(Ek)

X(Ek)
Xcr,CLi

1 + X(Ek)
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+
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✓
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◆s�2

ILi,0(E
0
k),

(22)

where we again limit ourselves to the contribution of car-
bon and oxygen as primaries, and we take bCLi ⇡ 0.11 and
bOxLi ⇡ 0.08. As discussed in the previous section, equations
(20) and (22) can be solved by iterations, although it is not
the only way.

4 COMPARISON OF B/C AND LITHIUM
FLUXES WITH AMS-02 DATA

The spectra of primary nuclei (carbon and oxygen in our
case) are calculated using equation (14) but neglecting the
role of reacceleration, for the reasons discussed in §3.1. The
di↵usion coe�cient is assumed, as usual, to be only function

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2017)
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EXERCISES

1. Solve the transport equation in the case in which there is an advection term 

2. Solve the transport equation in the case of a bi-halo, namely a halo made of two 
zones with different diffusion coefficients. Show that in this case the spectrum of 
CRs is no longer a power law 

3. Calculate the B/C ratio in case (2) 
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SUMMARY: SECONDARY/PRIMARY: B/C

Evidence for CR  
diffusive transport

GRAMMAGE:

primary equilibrium

secondary injection

secondary equilibrium

npr(E/n) / Q(E/n)⌧diff (E/n)

qsec(E/n) ⇡ npr(E/n)�vngas

nsec(E/n) ⇡ qsec(E/n)⌧diff (E/n)

nsec

npr
⇡ �

mp
[vngasmp⌧diff ]

X(E/n) / ⌧diff (E/n) ⇠ 1/D(E/n)
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M. Aguilar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 231101 (2016) 

Boron-to-Carbon  Ratio 
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ELECTRONS AND POSITRONS
FOR TYPICAL PARAMETERS OF CR PROPAGATION, FOR 
ELECTRONS ENERGY LOSSES KICK IN ABOVE ~10 GeV

equilibrium 
primary electrons: ne(E) ⇠ Q(E)⌧loss(E)

2⇡R2
d

p
D(E)⌧loss(E)

⇠ E��� 1
2�

�
2

injection 
secondary e-e+: 

equilibrium 
secondary pairs: 

qsec(E)dE ⇠ np(E
0)dE0�ppngasc ⇠ E����0

nsec(E) ⇠ qsec(E)⌧loss(E)

2⇡R2
d

p
D(E)⌧loss(E)

⇠ E����0� 1
2�

�
2

RATIO:
ne+(E)

ne(E)
⇠ E��0

It reflects the slope of 
the proton spectrum at 
E’~20E  69



ANTIPROTONS

injection pbar: qp̄(E)dE ⇠ np(E
0)dE0�pp!p̄(E

0)ngasc ⇠ E����0+s

equilibrium 
pbar: 

np̄(E) ⇠ qp̄(E)⌧diff (E) ⇠ E����0+s��

RATIO 1: np̄

np
⇠ E��0+s

RATIO 2:
np̄

ne+
⇠ Es� �

2+
1
2
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SURPRISES: SPECTRA OF PROTONS, HELIUM AND 
HEAVIER PRIMARY NUCLEI 

Both protons and helium spectra show a 
break @~200-300 GV (PAMELA and 
AMS-02) - Some Physics kicking in? 

The He spectrum is slightly harder than 
that of protons - Acceleration or 
propagation? 

There is some indication that a similar 
break exists for heavier nuclei (CREAM)
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The spectra of protons, helium and lithium do not follow the traditional 
single power law.   
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The spectra of oxygen, carbon and nitrogen do not follow the traditional 
single power law.   
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SECONDARY/PRIMARY: POSITRON FRACTION 

AMS-02 Coll. 2013

Reacceleration of secondary Pairs 
in old SNRs 
PB 2009, PB & Serpico 2009; Mertsch & 
Sarkar 2009 

Pulsar Wind Nebulae 
Hooper, PB & Serpico (2009); PB & 
Amato 2010 

Dark Matter Annihilation 
Difficult: high annihilation, Cross 
section, leptophilia, Boosting factor 
[Serpico (2012)]
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A GLOBAL PICTURE - AMS02

the antiproton spectral index decreases more rapidly than
the proton spectral index and for the highest rigidity
interval, 60.3 ≤ jRj < 450 GV, the antiproton spectral
index is consistent with the proton spectral index.
Figure 3(a) presents the measured (p̄=p) flux ratio.

Compared with earlier experiments [2,6], the AMS results
extend the rigidity range to 450 GV with increased
precision. Figure 2 of Supplemental Material [18] shows
the low energy (< 10 GeV) part of our measured (p̄=p)
flux ratio. To minimize the systematic error for this flux
ratio we have used the 2.42 × 109 protons selected with the
same acceptance, time period, and absolute rigidity range
as the antiprotons. From 10 to 450 GV, the values of the
proton flux are identical to 1% to those in our publication
[16]. As seen from Fig. 3(a), above ∼60 GV the ratio
appears to be rigidity independent.
To estimate the lowest rigidity above which the (p̄=p)

flux ratio is rigidity independent, we use rigidity intervals
with starting rigidities from 10 GV and increasing bin by
bin. The ending rigidity for all intervals is fixed at 450 GV.
Each interval is split into two sections with a boundary
between the starting rigidity and 450 GV. Each of the two
sections is fit with a constant and we obtain two mean
values of the (p̄=p) flux ratio. The lowest starting rigidity of
the interval that gives consistent mean values at the
90% C.L. for any boundary defines the lowest limit.
This yields 60.3 GV as the lowest rigidity above which
the (p̄=p) flux ratio is rigidity independent with a mean
value of ð1.81 " 0.04Þ × 10−4. To further probe the behav-
ior of the flux ratio we define the best straight line fit over a
rigidity interval as

ðp̄=pÞ ¼ C þ kðjRj − R0Þ; ð4Þ

whereC is the value of the flux ratio atR0,kis the slope, and
R0 is chosen to minimize the correlation between the fitted
values of C and k, i.e., the mean of jRj over the interval
weighted with the statistical and uncorrelated systematic
errors. The solid red line in Fig. 3(a) shows this best straight
line fit above 60.3 GV, as determined above, together with
the 68% C.L. range of the fit parameters (shaded region).
Above 60.3 GV, R0 ¼ 91 GV. The fitted value of the slope,
k¼ ð−0.7 " 0.9Þ × 10−7 GV−1, is consistent with zero.
With the AMSmeasurements on the fluxes of all charged

elementary particles in cosmic rays, p̄, p, eþ , and e−, we
can now study the rigidity dependent behavior of different
flux ratios. The flux ratios and errors are tabulated in Tables
II and III of Supplemental Material [18]. For the antiproton-
to-positron ratio the rigidity independent interval is 60.3 ≤
jRj < 450 GV with a mean value of 0.479 " 0.014. Fitting
Eq. (4) over this interval yields kðp̄=eþ Þ ¼ ð−2.8 " 3.2Þ×
10−4 GV−1. For the proton-to-positron ratio, the rigidity
independent interval is 59.13 ≤ jRj < 500 GVwith a mean
value of ð2.67 " 0.05Þ × 103 and kðp=eþ Þ ¼ ð−0.9"
1.0Þ GV−1. Both results are shown in Fig. 3(b) together
with the 68% C.L. range of the fit parameters (shaded
regions). In the study of the ratios, we have taken into
account the correlation of the errors due to uncertainty in
the ECAL energy scale in Φe" [15].
In Fig. 4 of Supplemental Material [18] we present our

measured antiproton-to-electron and proton-to-electron
flux ratios. Both of these flux ratios exhibit rigidity
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FIG. 2. The measured antiproton flux (red, left axis) compared
to the proton flux (blue, left axis) [16], the electron flux (purple,
right axis), and the positron flux (green, right axis) [15]. All the
fluxes are multiplied by R̂2.7. The fluxes show different behavior
at low rigidities while at jRj above ∼60 GV the functional
behavior of the antiproton, proton, and positron fluxes are nearly
identical and distinctly different from the electron flux. The error
bars correspond to the quadratic sum of the statistical and
systematic errors.
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FIG. 3. (a) The measured (p̄=p) flux ratio as a function of the
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measurement is also shown. (b) The measured (p̄=eþ ) (red, left
axis) and (p=eþ ) (blue, right axis) flux ratios. The solid lines show
the best fit of Eq. (4) to the data above the lowest rigidity consistent
with rigidity independence together with the 68% C.L. ranges of
the fit parameters (shaded regions). For the AMS data, the error
bars are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors.
Horizontally, the data points are placed at the center of each bin.
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NON LINEAR COSMIC RAY 
TRANSPORT IN THE GALAXY 

�74

A tale of how cosmic rays tell the environment what to do … while 
the environment tells cosmic rays how to behave



STREAMING	INSTABILITY	-	THE	SIMPLE	VIEW

We have already obtained that the CR density has a gradient of about f0/H, 
which translates to a flux Df0/H. This streaming leads to the excitation of an 
instability. The general idea is simple to explain (see the case of shocks discussed earlier) 

and assuming equilibrium: 

The effective drift velocity is of order vD~D(df/dz)/f ~ D(E)/H 

The instability is excited only if the CR streaming is super-Alfvenic. For typical 
parameters of the Galaxy this happens for E>1 GeV and the instability grows 
on time scales of order a few hundred years << confinement time

€ 

nCRmvD → nCRmVA ⇒
dPCR
dt

=
nCRm(vD −VA )

τ

€ 

dPw
dt

= γW
δB2

8π
1
VA

€ 

γW = 2 nCR
ngas

vD −VA
VA

Ωcyc
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GROWTH AND DAMPING
The saturation of the instability is established by the balance between growth and 
damping 

Different damping mechanisms operate. Let’s see what happens with non linear 
damping (in the ionized halo) 

The growth rate, written in the correct way is: 

Equating growth and damping rates:

�NL ⇡ vsoundkF
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Tantalisingly close to that inferred from B/C @ low E 
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SOME ADVANCED TOPICS:  
ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT MODELS
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SELF-CONFINEMENT AROUND SOURCES

IN NORMAL CONDITIONS THE ISM IS INSUFFICIENT TO GUARANTEE ANY DECENT 
NEAR-SOURCE GRAMMAGE

BUT CR TRANSPORT NEAR SOURCES IS STRONGLY NON-LINEAR (large CR density and 
density gradients) WHICH MAKES CONFINEMENT TIME LONGER (COCOON?)

FOR A STANDARD SN THIS MAY IN FACT BE THE CASE (D’Angelo+,Malkov+, Nava+)

 78

F O R S O M E T I M E A F T E R S N 
EXPLOSION THE CR DENSITY IS >> 
MEAN AND ITS GRADIENT IS VERY 
LARGE



SELF-CONFINEMENT AROUND SOURCES
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FIG. 2: Escape time of CRs from the near-source region for
Lc = 100 pc in the three cases: (1) nn = 0, ni = 0.45cm�3;
(2) ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3; (3) nn = 0, ni =
0.01cm�3. The dotted line refers to the escape time calculated
using the Galactic di↵usion coe�cient Dg.
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FIG. 3: Normalized power spectrum of waves for Lc = 100 pc,
at distance z = 50 pc from the source, 104 and 105 years after
CR release in the ISM. The solid and dotted lines correspond
to the fully ionized medium with ni = 0.45cm�3, while the
dashed line corresponds to the warm ionized medium with
ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3. The dot-dashed line
shows the Galactic power spectrum, corresponding to the dif-
fusion coe�cient that provides a good fit to the GALPROP
grammage [11].

start escaping the near-source region, the gradients di-
minish and F(k) approaches again F0(k), starting from
low values of k.

The e↵ect of particle self-confinement is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where we show the density of particles (or more
correctly the quantity 4⇡p3f(p)) with momentum p = 10
GeV/c as a function of the distance from the escape sur-
face, for three times after release (104, 105 and 106 years).
The top and bottom panels refer to the cases with no
neutrals and ion density ni = 0.45cm�3, and ion density

FIG. 4: Particle density 4⇡p3f(p) for p = 10 GeV/c as a
function of distance from the source. The curves refer to
times 104, 105 and 106 years, as labelled (we used Lc = 100
pc). Top Panel: ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0. Bottom Panel:

ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3.

ni = 0.45cm�3 with neutral density nn = 0.05cm�3 re-
spectively. In the latter case the e↵ect of IND is that
of limiting wave growth and reducing the time needed
for particle escape from the near-source region. One can
clearly see that on time scales of order 104 years, compa-
rable with the di↵usion time on a scale Lc = 100 pc with
Galactic di↵usion coe�cient Dg, the density of particles
in the near-source region (⇠ 1�2 pc) remains more than
one order of magnitude larger than the Galactic back-
ground in the case with no neutrals, and about one order
of magnitude larger in the case with nn = 0.05cm�3.
Even after 106 years the density of particles in the near-
source region (⇠ 30 � 50 pc) remains appreciably larger
than the Galactic mean density in the case of no neutrals
(or neutrals consisting of He alone).

Eventually all particles injected by the source escape
the region, the density of CRs drops to the mean Galactic
value (assumed to be the one observed at the Earth) and
the wave power spectrum drops to F0(k) at all values of k.
One should notice that even if the e↵ect of CR streaming
is that of increasing the energy density of waves by orders
of magnitude, typically it remains true that F(k) . 1,
hence the use of quasi-linear theory remains well justified.

Discussion – We calculated numerically the grammage
traversed by CRs while propagating in the disc of the
Galaxy in the region immediately outside the source, as-
sumed to be a typical SNR with a total energy of 1051

erg and a CR acceleration e�ciency of 20%. On scales
of order the coherence scale of the Galactic magnetic
field, Lc ⇠ 100 pc, the problem can be considered as
one-dimensional. At larger distances di↵usion becomes
3-dimensional and the density of CRs contributed by the

4

field coherence length is taken to be Lc = 100 pc and
the CR acceleration e�ciency is ⇠CR = 20%. In terms
of properties of the medium around the source, the four
cases mentioned above are considered (see labels on the
curves). The thick dashed line shows the grammage esti-
mated from the measured B/C ratio, assuming standard
CR propagation in the Galaxy with turbulence described
a la Kolmogorov [11]. The thick solid curve represents
the grammage as calculated in the model of non-linear
CR propagation of Ref. [8] (see also [9]), while the hori-
zontal (thick dotted) line shows an estimate of the gram-
mage traversed by CRs while still confined in the down-
stream of the SNR shock [21]. In all cases we assumed
injection / p

�4, but for case (2) above we also considered
the case of steeper injection (thin dotted (red) line).

In case (1), in the energy region E . few TeV, the
grammage contributed by the near-source region due to
non-linear e↵ects is comparable (within a factor of ⇠ few)
with that accumulated throughout the Galaxy if the stan-
dard di↵usion coe�cient is adopted. When neutral atoms
are present, the IND severely limits the waves’ growth: in
case (2) the grammage in the energy range E . few hun-
dred GeV is about ten times smaller. However, since the
importance of IND decreases with decreasing wavenum-
ber k, particles at energies above ⇠ 1 TeV are again al-
lowed to generate their own waves and the grammage in
the near-source region increases, thereby becoming com-
parable with the one accumulated inside the source.

As pointed out above, following [19], it seems plausi-
ble that most of the neutral gas in the warm-hot phase
is made of helium, whose charge exchange cross section
with ionized hydrogen is very small. Ref. [19] suggests
an upper bound to the density of neutral hydrogen of
⇠ 0.03cm�3. This case is accounted for as Case (3)
above.

Case (4) corresponds to a small grammage (due to the
low gas density) but it is important to realize that in
fact Cases (1) and (4) correspond to roughly the same
propagation time in the near-source region. This might
have important observational consequences in the case in
which a dense target for pp collisions, such as a molec-
ular cloud, is present in a region where the gas density
(outside the cloud) is very low and IND is absent: the
long escape times and the correspondingly enhanced CR
density will reflect in enhanced gamma-ray emission.

The time needed for CR escape from the region of size
Lc = 100 pc around a source is shown in Fig. 2 for the
four cases of interest, compared with the di↵usion time
in the same region estimated by using the Galactic dif-
fusion coe�cient Dg (dotted line). This plot shows once
more that the escape time is weekly dependent upon the
density of ions provided there is no appreciable IND. The
small di↵erence between the two cases (dash-dotted and
dashed lines) is to be attributed to the weak advection
with Alfvén waves, since the waves’ velocity is somewhat
di↵erent in the two cases.

In the absence of neutrals, the near-source grammage
increases with increasing Lc and with increasing CR ac-
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FIG. 1: Grammage accumulated by CRs in the near-source
region for Lc = 100 pc in the three cases: (1) nn = 0,
ni = 0.45cm�3; (2) ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3;
(3) nn = 0, ni = 0.01cm�3, as labelled. The thin dotted
(red) line corresponds to case (2) but with slope of the injec-
tion spectrum 4.2. The thick dashed line (labelled as XPSS09)
shows the grammage inferred from the measured B/C ratio
[11], while the thick solid line (labelled as XAB13) shows the
results of the non-linear propagation of Ref. [8]. The hori-
zontal (thick dotted) line (labelled as XABS15) is the source
grammage, as estimated in Ref. [21].

celeration e�ciency ⇠CR, proportional to ⇠ L
2/3
c and

/ ⇠
2/3
CR respectively. It is interesting to notice that these

trends are the same shown by the self-similar solution
obtained in Ref. [6] for a similar problem, though with
di↵erent boundary conditions and under the assumption
of impulsive CR release by the source. In the cases in
which neutral atoms are absent, for particles with ener-
gies up to ⇠ 1 TeV, the grammage decreases with energy
in roughly the same way as the observed grammage [11],
as a result of the dependence of the NLD rate on k in
Eq. 6.

The enhanced grammage illustrated in Fig. 1 is the re-
sult of streaming instability excited by CRs leaving the
source. This e↵ect is particularly important for particles
with energy. 10 TeV, because of the large density of par-
ticles at such energies, that reflects into a correspondingly
high growth rate of the instability (see Eq. 4). In Fig. 3
we show the power spectrum F(k) at z = 50 pc for a case
with Lc = 100 pc. On the top x-axis we show the mo-
mentum of particles that can resonate with waves of given
wavenumber k (bottom x-axis). The solid (dashed) line
refers to case (1) at time t = 104 (t = 105) years. In Case
(2), the presence of neutrals decreases the level of self-
generated waves (see dotted line, computed at t = 104

years), which however remains appreciably higher than
the Galactic turbulence level F0(k), also shown in Fig. 3
as a thick dot-dashed curve. Particles di↵using away from
the source keep pumping waves into the environment for
about 105 years. At later times, higher energy particles
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FIG. 2: Escape time of CRs from the near-source region for
Lc = 100 pc in the three cases: (1) nn = 0, ni = 0.45cm�3;
(2) ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3; (3) nn = 0, ni =
0.01cm�3. The dotted line refers to the escape time calculated
using the Galactic di↵usion coe�cient Dg.
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FIG. 3: Normalized power spectrum of waves for Lc = 100 pc,
at distance z = 50 pc from the source, 104 and 105 years after
CR release in the ISM. The solid and dotted lines correspond
to the fully ionized medium with ni = 0.45cm�3, while the
dashed line corresponds to the warm ionized medium with
ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3. The dot-dashed line
shows the Galactic power spectrum, corresponding to the dif-
fusion coe�cient that provides a good fit to the GALPROP
grammage [11].

start escaping the near-source region, the gradients di-
minish and F(k) approaches again F0(k), starting from
low values of k.

The e↵ect of particle self-confinement is illustrated in
Fig. 4, where we show the density of particles (or more
correctly the quantity 4⇡p3f(p)) with momentum p = 10
GeV/c as a function of the distance from the escape sur-
face, for three times after release (104, 105 and 106 years).
The top and bottom panels refer to the cases with no
neutrals and ion density ni = 0.45cm�3, and ion density

FIG. 4: Particle density 4⇡p3f(p) for p = 10 GeV/c as a
function of distance from the source. The curves refer to
times 104, 105 and 106 years, as labelled (we used Lc = 100
pc). Top Panel: ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0. Bottom Panel:

ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3.

ni = 0.45cm�3 with neutral density nn = 0.05cm�3 re-
spectively. In the latter case the e↵ect of IND is that
of limiting wave growth and reducing the time needed
for particle escape from the near-source region. One can
clearly see that on time scales of order 104 years, compa-
rable with the di↵usion time on a scale Lc = 100 pc with
Galactic di↵usion coe�cient Dg, the density of particles
in the near-source region (⇠ 1�2 pc) remains more than
one order of magnitude larger than the Galactic back-
ground in the case with no neutrals, and about one order
of magnitude larger in the case with nn = 0.05cm�3.
Even after 106 years the density of particles in the near-
source region (⇠ 30 � 50 pc) remains appreciably larger
than the Galactic mean density in the case of no neutrals
(or neutrals consisting of He alone).

Eventually all particles injected by the source escape
the region, the density of CRs drops to the mean Galactic
value (assumed to be the one observed at the Earth) and
the wave power spectrum drops to F0(k) at all values of k.
One should notice that even if the e↵ect of CR streaming
is that of increasing the energy density of waves by orders
of magnitude, typically it remains true that F(k) . 1,
hence the use of quasi-linear theory remains well justified.

Discussion – We calculated numerically the grammage
traversed by CRs while propagating in the disc of the
Galaxy in the region immediately outside the source, as-
sumed to be a typical SNR with a total energy of 1051

erg and a CR acceleration e�ciency of 20%. On scales
of order the coherence scale of the Galactic magnetic
field, Lc ⇠ 100 pc, the problem can be considered as
one-dimensional. At larger distances di↵usion becomes
3-dimensional and the density of CRs contributed by the

4

field coherence length is taken to be Lc = 100 pc and
the CR acceleration e�ciency is ⇠CR = 20%. In terms
of properties of the medium around the source, the four
cases mentioned above are considered (see labels on the
curves). The thick dashed line shows the grammage esti-
mated from the measured B/C ratio, assuming standard
CR propagation in the Galaxy with turbulence described
a la Kolmogorov [11]. The thick solid curve represents
the grammage as calculated in the model of non-linear
CR propagation of Ref. [8] (see also [9]), while the hori-
zontal (thick dotted) line shows an estimate of the gram-
mage traversed by CRs while still confined in the down-
stream of the SNR shock [21]. In all cases we assumed
injection / p

�4, but for case (2) above we also considered
the case of steeper injection (thin dotted (red) line).

In case (1), in the energy region E . few TeV, the
grammage contributed by the near-source region due to
non-linear e↵ects is comparable (within a factor of ⇠ few)
with that accumulated throughout the Galaxy if the stan-
dard di↵usion coe�cient is adopted. When neutral atoms
are present, the IND severely limits the waves’ growth: in
case (2) the grammage in the energy range E . few hun-
dred GeV is about ten times smaller. However, since the
importance of IND decreases with decreasing wavenum-
ber k, particles at energies above ⇠ 1 TeV are again al-
lowed to generate their own waves and the grammage in
the near-source region increases, thereby becoming com-
parable with the one accumulated inside the source.

As pointed out above, following [19], it seems plausi-
ble that most of the neutral gas in the warm-hot phase
is made of helium, whose charge exchange cross section
with ionized hydrogen is very small. Ref. [19] suggests
an upper bound to the density of neutral hydrogen of
⇠ 0.03cm�3. This case is accounted for as Case (3)
above.

Case (4) corresponds to a small grammage (due to the
low gas density) but it is important to realize that in
fact Cases (1) and (4) correspond to roughly the same
propagation time in the near-source region. This might
have important observational consequences in the case in
which a dense target for pp collisions, such as a molec-
ular cloud, is present in a region where the gas density
(outside the cloud) is very low and IND is absent: the
long escape times and the correspondingly enhanced CR
density will reflect in enhanced gamma-ray emission.

The time needed for CR escape from the region of size
Lc = 100 pc around a source is shown in Fig. 2 for the
four cases of interest, compared with the di↵usion time
in the same region estimated by using the Galactic dif-
fusion coe�cient Dg (dotted line). This plot shows once
more that the escape time is weekly dependent upon the
density of ions provided there is no appreciable IND. The
small di↵erence between the two cases (dash-dotted and
dashed lines) is to be attributed to the weak advection
with Alfvén waves, since the waves’ velocity is somewhat
di↵erent in the two cases.

In the absence of neutrals, the near-source grammage
increases with increasing Lc and with increasing CR ac-
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FIG. 1: Grammage accumulated by CRs in the near-source
region for Lc = 100 pc in the three cases: (1) nn = 0,
ni = 0.45cm�3; (2) ni = 0.45cm�3 and nn = 0.05cm�3;
(3) nn = 0, ni = 0.01cm�3, as labelled. The thin dotted
(red) line corresponds to case (2) but with slope of the injec-
tion spectrum 4.2. The thick dashed line (labelled as XPSS09)
shows the grammage inferred from the measured B/C ratio
[11], while the thick solid line (labelled as XAB13) shows the
results of the non-linear propagation of Ref. [8]. The hori-
zontal (thick dotted) line (labelled as XABS15) is the source
grammage, as estimated in Ref. [21].

celeration e�ciency ⇠CR, proportional to ⇠ L
2/3
c and

/ ⇠
2/3
CR respectively. It is interesting to notice that these

trends are the same shown by the self-similar solution
obtained in Ref. [6] for a similar problem, though with
di↵erent boundary conditions and under the assumption
of impulsive CR release by the source. In the cases in
which neutral atoms are absent, for particles with ener-
gies up to ⇠ 1 TeV, the grammage decreases with energy
in roughly the same way as the observed grammage [11],
as a result of the dependence of the NLD rate on k in
Eq. 6.

The enhanced grammage illustrated in Fig. 1 is the re-
sult of streaming instability excited by CRs leaving the
source. This e↵ect is particularly important for particles
with energy. 10 TeV, because of the large density of par-
ticles at such energies, that reflects into a correspondingly
high growth rate of the instability (see Eq. 4). In Fig. 3
we show the power spectrum F(k) at z = 50 pc for a case
with Lc = 100 pc. On the top x-axis we show the mo-
mentum of particles that can resonate with waves of given
wavenumber k (bottom x-axis). The solid (dashed) line
refers to case (1) at time t = 104 (t = 105) years. In Case
(2), the presence of neutrals decreases the level of self-
generated waves (see dotted line, computed at t = 104

years), which however remains appreciably higher than
the Galactic turbulence level F0(k), also shown in Fig. 3
as a thick dot-dashed curve. Particles di↵using away from
the source keep pumping waves into the environment for
about 105 years. At later times, higher energy particles
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SELF-CONFINEMENT AROUND SOURCES

THE FEASIBILITY IF THIS SCENARIO DEPENDS STRONGLY ON THE AMOUNT OF NEUTRAL 
GAS (ion-neutral damping)

THE PROXIMITY OF A CLOUD INCREASES THE GRAMMAGE IN THE NEAR SOURCE REGION 

THE EMISSIVITY INTEGRATED ALONG A LINE OF SIGHT IS SENSITIVE TO WHETHER THIS 
PHENOMENON IS TAKING PLACE (MORLINO ET AL. 2017)

WHEN PRESENT, IT STOPS BEING IMPORTANT FOR E>1 TeV, AS WOULD BE REQUIRED TO BE 
A “COCOON”

SEVERAL INDICATIONS ALREADY THAT THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 
CLOSE TO SOURCES IS MUCH SMALLER THAN THE AVERAGE (FERMI 
OBSERVATIONS OF MOLECULAR CLOUDS, HAWC EVIDENCE FOR DIFFUSE 
EMISSION, …)
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SOME ADVANCED TOPICS:  
COSMIC RAY INDUCED GALACTIC 

WINDS
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Cosmic Rays vs Gravity: Cosmic Ray 
Induced Galactic Winds

-∇PCR

Gravity

Dark Matter 
Halo

CR-induced 
Wind

The force exerted by CR may win 
over gravity and a wind may be 
launched

2

fact, in the traditional ”leaky-box” model the CR spectrum
at the disk and spectrum spatial dependence are given by

f0(p) =
Q0(p)

2⇡Rd
2

H

H
2

D
(2)

and

f (z,p) = f0(p)
✓
1 � z

H

◆
, (3)

where Q0 is the injection spectrum, D the di↵usion coe�-
cient (assumed to be spatially constant) and Rd the galactic
disk radius. H is the location of the free escape boundary,
an artificial boundary where the CR distribution function
is set to zero in order to guarantee the stationarity of the
propagation problem, and is usually taken to be of order ' 4
kpc. Instead in this approach H is replaced by s

⇤(p), which
is momentum-dependent and does not need to be artificially
imposed but derives self-consistently from the solution of the
transport problem. The CR distribution function at the disk
thus becomes

f0(p) ' Q(p)
2⇡Rd

2
s⇤(p)

s
⇤2(p)

D
. (4)

3 A SEMI-ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO
CR-DRIVEN WINDS

In this paper we make use of the results mentioned in
Sec. 2, in particular of the hydrodynamic model developed
in Breitschwerdt (1991), however our approach is by no
mean similar. In fact here for the first time an attempt
is made to solving self consistently the coupled system of
the hydrodynamic equations for CR-driven winds and of
the CR transport equation. The solution of the coupled
problem is found by mean of a semi-analytical method
which, once the input parameters of the problem have been
assigned (gas density, gas pressure and magnetic field at the
wind base and the CR injection spectrum), computes the
CR spectrum, the CR di↵usion coe�cient and the profiles
of the hydrodynamic quantities, such as the wind velocity,
as functions of the distance from the galactic disk. Note
that the galactic gravitational potential, as well as the CR
source distribution, depend on the galactocentric distance
R0, so that the result of the computation, and even the
possibility itself to have a wind, depend on the position in
the Galaxy. In our approach both the di↵usion coe�cient
and the advection velocity appearing in the CR transport
equation are output of the calculation and are determined
by CRs themselves.

The three-dimensional dynamical equations involved in
the problem are the hydrodynamic equations for the thermal
gas and for the CRs (which describe the total mass, momen-

tum and energy conservation (see Sec. 4 and appendix A)):

~r · (⇢~u) = 0, (5)

⇢(~u · ~r)~u = �~r(Pg + Pc ) � ⇢~r�, (6)

~u · ~rPg =
�gPg

⇢
~u · ~r⇢ � (�g � 1) ~vA · ~rPc , (7)
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⇢~u
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+
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= �(~u + ~vA) · ~rPc , (8)

~r ·
266664(~u + ~vA)

�cPc

�c � 1
� D~rPc

�c � 1

377775 = (~u + ~vA) · ~rPc , (9)

~r · ~B = 0 (10)

and the CR transport equation (see Sec. 5)

~r ·
f
D~r f

g
� (~u + ~vA) · ~r f + ~r · (~u + ~vA)

1
3
@ f

@ ln p
+Q = 0. (11)

⇢(z), ~u(z), Pg (z) are the gas density, velocity and pressure.

f (z,p), D(z,p), Pc (z) and D(z) are the CR distribution func-
tion, di↵usion coe�cient, pressure and averaged di↵usion co-
e�cient. Finally ~B(z) and ~vA (z) are the magnetic field and
the Alfvén velocity, while �(R0, z) is the gravitational po-
tential of the Galaxy (see Sec. 3.1) and Q(R0, z,p) the CR
injection spectrum.
In our computation we assume the same one dimensional
model as in Breitschwerdt (1991) and use the same flow ge-
ometry (see Fig. 1). In addition, we assume that only Alfvén
waves generated by CR-streaming instability are present and
that their generation is locally balanced by nonlinear Lan-
dau damping. The coupling between CRs and ISM, guar-
anteed by Alfvén waves, is not assumed to be ideal so that
the CR di↵usion terms are kept in the hydrodynamic equa-
tions (in contrast to what has been done in Breitschwerdt
(1991), in which di↵usion is neglected). The assumption of
local damping of the Alfvén waves means, from the point
of view of the hydrodynamic equations, that the waves are
generated and damped immediately, so that any e↵ect of
wave dynamics can be neglected and the energy fed by CRs
to the waves simply results in gas heating. For that reason
the wave pressure is not taken into account in the hydro-
dynamic equations. On the other hand, it has been shown
in Everett (2008) that the assumption of immediate damp-
ing of waves in the hydrodynamic equations is well justified
when we compare the damping time-scale of waves in the
ISM due to non-linear Landau damping (order of years) to
the typical advection time-scale (order of 106yr for typical
wind velocities).
The CR di↵usion coe�cient appearing in the transport equa-
tion is assumed to be self-generated and is given by

D(z,p) =
1
3
v(p)rL (z,p)

F
�����kres=1/rL

. (12)

where F is the equilibrium wave spectrum

F (z,p) = 2ck

26666664
p

4v(p)
���� @ f@z

���� 16⇡2

3 rL (z,p)

B2(z)

37777775

2/3

. (13)

resulting from equating the growth rate of waves due to CR
streaming instability (Eq. 14) and damping rate due to non-

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2015)
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the hydrodynamic equations for CR-driven winds and of
the CR transport equation. The solution of the coupled
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R0, so that the result of the computation, and even the
possibility itself to have a wind, depend on the position in
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and the advection velocity appearing in the CR transport
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the problem are the hydrodynamic equations for the thermal
gas and for the CRs (which describe the total mass, momen-

tum and energy conservation (see Sec. 4 and appendix A)):

~r · (⇢~u) = 0, (5)

⇢(~u · ~r)~u = �~r(Pg + Pc ) � ⇢~r�, (6)

~u · ~rPg =
�gPg

⇢
~u · ~r⇢ � (�g � 1) ~vA · ~rPc , (7)

~r ·
"
⇢~u

 
u

2

2
+
�g

�g � 1
Pg

⇢
+ �

!#
= �(~u + ~vA) · ~rPc , (8)

~r ·
266664(~u + ~vA)

�cPc

�c � 1
� D~rPc

�c � 1

377775 = (~u + ~vA) · ~rPc , (9)

~r · ~B = 0 (10)

and the CR transport equation (see Sec. 5)

~r ·
f
D~r f

g
� (~u + ~vA) · ~r f + ~r · (~u + ~vA)

1
3
@ f

@ ln p
+Q = 0. (11)

⇢(z), ~u(z), Pg (z) are the gas density, velocity and pressure.

f (z,p), D(z,p), Pc (z) and D(z) are the CR distribution func-
tion, di↵usion coe�cient, pressure and averaged di↵usion co-
e�cient. Finally ~B(z) and ~vA (z) are the magnetic field and
the Alfvén velocity, while �(R0, z) is the gravitational po-
tential of the Galaxy (see Sec. 3.1) and Q(R0, z,p) the CR
injection spectrum.
In our computation we assume the same one dimensional
model as in Breitschwerdt (1991) and use the same flow ge-
ometry (see Fig. 1). In addition, we assume that only Alfvén
waves generated by CR-streaming instability are present and
that their generation is locally balanced by nonlinear Lan-
dau damping. The coupling between CRs and ISM, guar-
anteed by Alfvén waves, is not assumed to be ideal so that
the CR di↵usion terms are kept in the hydrodynamic equa-
tions (in contrast to what has been done in Breitschwerdt
(1991), in which di↵usion is neglected). The assumption of
local damping of the Alfvén waves means, from the point
of view of the hydrodynamic equations, that the waves are
generated and damped immediately, so that any e↵ect of
wave dynamics can be neglected and the energy fed by CRs
to the waves simply results in gas heating. For that reason
the wave pressure is not taken into account in the hydro-
dynamic equations. On the other hand, it has been shown
in Everett (2008) that the assumption of immediate damp-
ing of waves in the hydrodynamic equations is well justified
when we compare the damping time-scale of waves in the
ISM due to non-linear Landau damping (order of years) to
the typical advection time-scale (order of 106yr for typical
wind velocities).
The CR di↵usion coe�cient appearing in the transport equa-
tion is assumed to be self-generated and is given by

D(z,p) =
1
3
v(p)rL (z,p)

F
�����kres=1/rL

. (12)

where F is the equilibrium wave spectrum

F (z,p) = 2ck

26666664
p

4v(p)
���� @ f@z

���� 16⇡2

3 rL (z,p)

B2(z)

37777775

2/3

. (13)

resulting from equating the growth rate of waves due to CR
streaming instability (Eq. 14) and damping rate due to non-
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Diffusion determined by self-generation at 
CR gradients balanced by local damping 
of  the same waves 

No pre-established diffusion coefficient and 
no pre-fixed halo size

Breitschwerdt et al. 1991
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STANDARD CASE                          CR-INDUCED WIND WITH SELF-GENERATION

No effective halo size H

Aside from math, the Physics of  the problem can be understood easily, though it turns out 
to be unrealistic: There is a critical distance above (and below) the disc (which depends on 
particle energy) where diffusion turns into advection:

Ptuskin et al. 1997

At high energy, the critical scale becomes larger than the location where the geometry to he wind 
becomes spherical, and a steepening of  the spectrum may be expected
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